--INSIDEThe UNH inen's lacrosse
team defeated Harvard 84 at Cowell Stadium on
Sunday to boost its record
·to 7-3. See· story page 24.
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Outsta11 ding_·p~ofeSsors
By Marla G. Smith
Paul Brockelman, professor
of philosophy, and Jean Kenn- ·
ard, professor of Engl-ish and
women's studies, have been
awarded as this year's distinguished teachers at the U niver.:
s-ity of New Hampshire.
The $1,500 Distinguished
Teaching Award, presented by
the UNH Alumni Association,
ho·nors two professors annually.
It is based on nominations made
by students, staff, faculty and
alumni.
·

Tim Curry of Rocky H@rror Picture Show fame. See
story page 16.

, 'Tm totally delighted," said
Professor Brockelman, referring
to his achievement.
. Brockelman has focused on
the philosophy of religion during his 23 years of teaching at
· UNH. "The most atrocious
model of teaching is knowing
everything. It's ~hat you think
of yourself, not only what you
have in your head," he said.
"I suppose I'm lucky in terms
of what I care about and what
I teach. · And my · caring, if
anything, communicates. I can

• _
··
tn
w

Bulk Rate,U .S. Postaqe Pau1

Durham NJ-f. Perm1t.1t30

award

take abstract material and gelp taught literature at the univer- . ly and without lying," she said.
c~rnnect ,it to people's lives. sity 1975 and was chairperson
Professor Kennard strongly
Teaching shou)d start with of the English Department from believes that learning is a myspeople's expe·rience," sais:f Brock- 1978-1981. Kennarcl also par- tery. "You cannot decide the
elman.
ticipates in the Women's Studies moment when lean:~ing takes
calls the study of religion Program.
place, though you can recognize
"astonishing and mysterious . · "There are all sorts of good when it has happened."
We're all equals together in the teaching - I simply do what
Kennard finished her 1andermidc;lle of the night. We may as . works for me," she said.
graduate work at the University·
well talk about it.
Kennard strives for. intellec- · of London. She earned her
Brockelman completed his tual honesty in the classroom. masters degree ·ah doctorate
acas:femic studies at Dartmouth "I don't bring about revelations. from the University fo CaliforCollege, Northwestern U niver- I do not confess, But I do belie,ve nia at Berkeley. She also taught
sity an Harvard University.
that we should say what we PROFESSORS, page 18
Professor Jean Kennard has really thirik about things, direct-

He
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Fratern ity may
·be found at fault ·
By Jennifer l_:light;ower

Lamda Chi Alpha fraternity c:ome under fire recently for allegedly serving alcohol to mino~s.
Charges have yet _to' be filed. (Cindy Rich pho!o)
·

the street,-according to a studtnt
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity who wished to remain unidenmay be involved in alledged tified,
Police · then began asking
alcohol viol ation s, which are
c~rre~t1y under investigation 'everyone who left the fraternity
by· Durh'a m Police, according for proper identification and
to Sergeant Michael D . Golding. arrested some, said the student.
Police are also i'nvestigating Lambda Chi may have been cited
ano'ther ipcident concerning on several charges in connection
criminal mischief to a town with the inc"ident, including'
street which Golding refused serving akohol to minors, he
· said.
to connect with anyone.
"I can't really say anything ' "We have not charged Lambabout thaJ," said Lambda Chi da Chi wi-th anything," said President Craig Peacock of the Golding. "If in fact, a 17 year
alcohol incident. He said he old was arrested that night, tharcould not say anything until would be withheld because it's
after ,he had spoken to his information on a juvenile."
Golding said that the inveslawyer.:-'
A 17 year old girl walked out tigation of the a.1cohol violations
of Lambda Chi on Friday night, began at 10:30 pm on April 18.
April 18-, with an open beer a.nd The public record shows the
was arrested by Durham police FRATERNITY, page 9
s_iiting
the parking lot across

in

Handicap ped skier · excels
By Jennifer Hightower

During the first day of trai;..- recovering the use of her arin,
. Despite doctors' warnings, ing at the NCAA'.s, Gustafson Gustaf~ori said doctors have
UNH junior Nancy Gustafson hit a chair lift tower pulling warned her that inju.ry to the
recently raced in the World nerves from her spine which same arm could result 'in am- '
•
I
Championships for Disabled resulted in the paralysis of her put<,1.t1on.
Skiing in Sweden and swept her left arm. Luckily, she said, she · "I have a risk of losing my arm
class., bringing home four gold recovered all but the use of her if I get ·h.u rt again," she said . .
medals.
left hand. She spent the w.e ek There are five nerves in the
Gustafson,_a US Disabled Ski in the hospital while the UNH spine which lead to the arm arid
Team racer, won a gold medal team raced in the Nationals.
· she has destroyed two and
in each of the three racing ·
"I didn't want to accept it.," injured two, leaving only one·
catagories: slalom, giant slalom, -said Gustafson, "I knew that I functional, according. to Gusand downhill within the single- would ski again, I just didn't tafson.
arm class. In addition to these, know whether I'd be able to .race.
"It's a big risk but I never
she also won a gold medal for When I had hand surgery, that's remember n-ot skiing. I've .
overall performance in the races when I began to worry."
.. grown up on skis and I've taken
which were held from April 7
Gustafson had surgery on her so much from the sport. I can't
to 17, though she risked the loss left hand this past December. imagine giying up just like that,
of her arm if she should injure Several tendons were connected I just love the· sport so qmch,"
it again. _ _
to working muscle,s in her ·arm Gustafson said.
.
Gustafson was a member of so that she is able to grasp some
Although she .is willing to the UNH ski team · until 1an lightweight large objects such take the 'risk, Gustafson's family
accident last year during t he as a half-empty soda can. She worries about her. "My mother
National Collegiate Athletic said she ~xpects a second op- cried for me a lot when she
Assosiation (NCAA) cham- eration thfs summer which may found out-I got hurt. She wanted UNH,student l~fa~'cy Gustafso·n r~cently competed:in the World
pionships in Montana in which enable her tO grasp a ski pole.
Ch'ampo1nships 'fot Dis_~bled Skiing in Sweden. She brought
SKIER, page 8
she injured her spine.
Despite her good fortune in
home fo~r-gold ~~dais. (Cindy Rich photo)
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The whole scene
at The Bagelry
By Jessica Wilson
· Five hundred years ag.o, in
eastern Europe, the bagel
evolved. Rolling and ;twisting
dough by hand, slaving away
over ho't stone hearths, professionsal b-agel makers worked to.
produce the hearty, glazed rolls.
-Warren and Elise Daniel of,the
The Bagelry in Durham are glad
it is not done that way any more.
- The back room of The Bagelry
looks -tnoreJ ike a factory than
·. a kiH:hen. Huge rectangul.ar
·mixing machines, . conveyor
belts, and a tub of boiling w·ater
are 'all ·part of the process. ·
The most recent innovation'
in the bagel making industry
is the strange bagel rolling
machine. At one end is a chute
:to put the dough in. The ma chine measures out three-ounce
peices of dough, and forms them
into rings by sliding them along
a cylindrically folded -piece of
canvas.
· After the rings are made, they
·are allowed ·td rise, then refrigerated overnight. "We ,make
dough for bagels the day before.
That's why it's aVtl.ful if we run
· out of bagels-:-_we can't just whip
up mor"e," ·: e1epfairied· Elisa Daniel.
The .nexf 'day,' at two in the
morning, ohe of five bakers
comes in to boU the bagels. Yes,
boil them. ·warren Daniels said
that is _w hat gives bagels their
. glazed,-crunchy crust. The bagels
are bpiled for about a minute,
then tossed on a conveyor ·b elt
which takes them to the ·four
level, 5 50 degree OV!=n, The need
for: a really hot oven. is one of
the reasons good bagels can not

be made at home, Warren Daniel said.
. Bage) dough is made out of .
hearty bread flout, yeast, water,
salt, and malt. There · are no
preservatives·, -sugar or fat, so
they ate good for you and less
fatt~ning ·than other kinds of
bread.
Most supermarket bagles are
not real bagels, because they are
not boiled, Warren said. They
are more' like rolls with holes
in them. The Bagelry also. makes
their bagels bigger than most
supennarkets do. "We wanted
a product we could be proud of," ·
he $aid.
On opening day, The Bagelry
ran out of their produ·ct. The
· shop continues to gain popularity. Their orginial eight
varieties have been expanded
to 12, through Elisa's recipe
experiments: The new oatmeal
bagel is .very popular, she said.
Elisa likes the rye bag~ls, but
admits they are one of the less
popular innovation~, for rye
lover$ only.
Their s,o up maker, Abbey
Silverman, a 23.:.year-old UNH
student, has also helped to make
The Bagelry a hit. Silverman
has been with them since they
opened, souping up recipes. she
brings from her mother at
_home, or ones she thinks up
herself.
Elisa thou1!ht uo most of the
different bagel spr~_e ds ,. and
thebagel sandwIChesll~e ·1 urkey
: Cordon Blue and the ever pop-

The Bagelry in D.urham has been a local' tradition since it first ope ned its doors. Owners
Warren and Elisa Daniels have recently opened a·second shop in Portsmouth. ' (Cindy Rich
photo)
ular Super Cheese. One of the almost every corner. When they another Baglery in Portsmouth.
few things that did not work out came to the Seacoast ten years ? All the bagels are made ·at the
was green bageJs for St. Patrick's ago, they knew they wanted to Durham shop, however.
Day. "No one bought them and . get into the food industry. They
Real New Yorkers never
they turned all the equipment wanted their store to offer toast their bagels, Elisa said, and
green," -Elisa laments.
something a little different. most consider the cinnamon- '
Since there were no bagel stores raisen bagel a debasement. ·
One of th~ nice thirigs about for miles _around, they ·decided Nowadays though, anything '
~he business i_s fhat some people to open their own.
goes with bagel.
would rather be paid in bagels
At
first
the
Daniels
consi· The next time you are. at The
than money for work, she said.
."The man who took the front der~d having the -stor:e in Ports- -Bagelry ~o not limit yourself
.window out; so we could get the mouth, but could not find a place to cream cheese. Why· not try
equipment in, must have -big enough for all the equip- the Dessert Bagel, served warm
. wor ked for three hours. All he ment-. Now they are glad. "Dur- · with crunchy peanut -butter:,
want~~ was bagels when he was harri was the best thing that ever cho~olate chips and honey?
happened ·to us," Warren said.
done.
If you happen to .come in just
. Elisa Daniel, 29, graduated . The Bage1ry supplies Shaw's when the day's second batch of
from UNB in 1979. Both she and DeMoulas Supermarkets bagels are hot from the oven,
-and her husband Warren, 32, . with . bagels, as well as restau- though, have it like ~_-real New
grew l!P in._ Flus~~ng, New York, rants for .• miles around. The Yorker-wit_h _nothing _b ut ;cofwhere there are bagel stores on Daniels have recently opened fee and a nod of satisfaction. · · 1.

NEWS IN BRIEF
Group claims it killed
-Briton
A terrorist .group led by. Abu Nidal claimed
responsibility Monday for killing a British pilgrim
inJ~rusalem last Sunday:
_
The victim was shot in the head outside the ·site
of the Garden Tomb, which many Christians believe
is the burial site of Christ.
The Libyan-based Nidal group is blamed for the
Rome and Vienna airport massacres last December.
In a message left with a Western news agency
in Beirut, the group claimed it had killed the Briton
in retaliation for Britain's part in -the US attack
on Libya two weeks ago.

Astronaut's remains re·turned

In spite o'f Soviet claims · that all is under control
at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant, the planfs
graphite core is still burning, according -to US
officials.
_
The remains of Concord teacher Christa McAuAmerican and European ieaders criticized the
liffe, who died in the CJ:iallenger shuttle explosion,_
· Soviet Union's efforts to downplay the severity
were returned to the city where she taught school of the accident yesterday, and expressed anger at
Wedries_day.
Russ_ia's failure to warn neighboring count; ies of
the risks from radiation.
" A NASA plane brought McAuliffe's remains to
Pe~se Air Force Base from a milita,ry mortuary in .
·The.Soviet Union is still claiming only two p~ople ·
Delaware, following a ceremony Tl.lesday for the
. died as rhe result ofthe power plant's melt down,
seven astronauts killed in the January 28 explosion:
in contrast to Western estimates of around 2,000
deaths.
· A private funeral service was held in Concord _
yesterday. ,

Suit .dropped· -~gainst _ . Clem.ens K's recor·d
twenty

Globe

Bost~n Red Sox pitcher Roger Clemens secured
A Superior Court judge threw out a $3.6 ~illio,n
himself a spot in, baseball lor.e Tuesday night by libel suit brought by for m er Massachusetts Gov.
striking out 20 seattle Mariners. No pitcher i-n the
Edward King Wednesday, saying that public figures
111 year history of major league baseball .had
must expect and tolerate criticism in the pres·s.
recorded 20 strikeouts in a nine inning garrie. · •
The four-year-old suit claimed that ·cofomns and
Clemens fanned eight Mariners in a row during
editorial cartoons published during King's one term
one stretch of the Sox 9-4 victory, also a-record.
as governor were offonsive and libdous and helped .
1J1e 23.year~old.Texan passed Steve Carlton, Nolan
cost him his reelec;tion.
..
. . · · .·
. Ryan,- and T<;>Il,l §e~y~r,( who all had_.J9 s~ri~~,9,u_t
The Glo~e·s exec~tive egit9r.Jqhn Dris,coll .c·aUtid .. ga.m~s), when he caughtPhiiBradley looking at a
the lawsuit's'dismissal ''a v~ctory for all newspapei:s/ ' ._ called. thi~d stri~e in the ninth in~ing.
~
•

• :,./ , ••' •'

,.~ <'-

>,,

I

•

_Nucle~r fire still rages

High ·C ourt -_r ules. o_n exc I ud in g b I a c k j u r y ,,members
The Supreme Court has made it easier for black
defendants to keep prosecutors from excluding
black jury members this week.
.
: The ruling will ·stop prosecutors from banning
black jurors _o ut,of a fear they might show favor
•towards a defendant of their own race.
Federal law a·n d the laws of many states allow
defense lawyers to exclude prospective jurors without
giving ·a reason ..The Reagan Administration and • .
the N a,J ioI?,.al )2,i~Jricr Attorneys .Asso.cia,Jion- had ___ urged the Court not to \imit the hitherto unrestricted
po~e~s of proseQ.It()rs ~o exclude juror& . .
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.SAF C cons iders ·:maga zine
. By Jon Kinson
board listened and acted," he amount of money·.
In a two step process, the said. ·
·
"It is a dangerous precedent
Student Press will try to get the
According to Heisenberg, the to set. It is compromising the
approval of the Student Activity . magazine will have rriore stories budget process," he added. "It's
Fee Council (SAFC) for a new on contemporary college; issues, extraordinary. Things like this , campus magazine.
stories that deal with campus don't happen every day:"
·
· Next Tuesday night SAF_C : events, features on students,
According to the new Student
will discuss the new concept of campus news analyses, stories Press Director Sharon Hain~-· ,
the organization, which includes from other colleges in the New further, the magazine, which
the new media outlet for UNH. England area, students' photos· is still unnamed at this time,
On the following Tuesd~y ,SAFC possible contests, students' car- ·will be 70-80 pages long.
will cpnsider the altered budget toons and indepth news stories.
She 'also explained that ~he
that will be needed to fund the
"The new magazine would move will bring in more revenue
magazine. If both are passed the enable students to publish their · in the form of national adveruniversity will have a magazine works on a one-at-a-time basis. - rising since The Advocate ,c ould,
in place of The Advocate.
You would not have to write a not get any because it is not
"'Right now our concept says story .every magazine," said Jim "the" student newspaper on ·
we will be putting out The Griffith, SAFC business man- campus. The new magazine,
Advocate every two weeks and ager, on the advantages of the however, would be "the" student
the Catalyst twice a year. We change of format. "It is an magazine.
are going to ask to combine attractive medium. It is a great
Hainsfurther said that the
these two into a monthly mag- opportunity for them."
publication would be unique
azine with a different focus,"
But Griffith also added that since "we did a little checking
Chris Heisenberg, Student Press business manager, and Sharon said Chris Heisen_
b erg, the the budget, which already has. around aod we couldn't find
Hainsfurther, Director of the Student Press. (Cindy Rich photo) business manager of the Student been set for next year, is set up another
university with a monthPress .
to h_andle the production of The ly magazine."_
.. There was a feeling are>und . Advocate and the Catalys,t. It
"From what I know of it, Icampus that The Advocate was will have to be changed to think it is going to be goo"d,"
not dealing with the issues of handle the new magazine. All . MAGAZINE,
page 17
the campus and the editorial this must be done for the same

UNH falls shor t of
hand icap park ing .

.

.

.

Rede dicat ion set ·for Conclnt

By MaryBeth Lapin
capped Services, Bartlett deterCurrently 28 out of 3669 mined the' parking needs of . parking spaces at the University handicapped students and sub- By J~nnifer Hightower
of New Hampshire are de.sig- mitted an earlier resolution.
Conant Ball, the second oldnated as handicapped parking.
Altho1,1gh the student senate est building at UNH, is finally
This is less than the one percent passed this resolution, neither · restored and will be reqedicated
required by state law and 21 -of the administration nor the on Friday, May 9. The, keynote
the 28 do not meet mandated Department of Public Safety address will be given by a past
width and length specifications. took any further action. Carol · President of the American PsyStudent senator Heather Bar- Bergs trom, as?istant director chological Association.
tlett, chairperson of the Health of Public Safety, said she was
The rededication program
and Human Services Commit- not aware of this firs.t resolution. will · begi'rt at 2 pm ''Y"ith •a
tee, is trying to r remedy the
According to Bartlett, the welcome and introduction by
situation.
· current resofotion is basicall'y Earl Hagstrom, chairperson: of
On Sunday the student senate unchanged. ·"It is a -little mor-e the psychology department.
unanimously passed a resolu- accurate in terms of _facts and
Following the introduction,
tion, submitted 'by Bartlett, to figures," she said: 'TH be really the keynote address entitled
raise the number of reserved upset if this is not resolved by "Psychology Faces it's Second
handicapped parking spaces on fall. I've had verbal promises Century" will begin..The speakcampus to the required one that spaces would at least be er will be Ernest R Hilgard,
percent of total parking. At least made regulation size by fall:" . Professor Emeritus at Stanford
eight additional spaces are Bartlett's term ends May 1, but · University, and a,p~st president
. , necessary to · reach the one she said her replacement will of the America_n Psychology
percent figure set by the NH. be made aware of the problem.
Association.
Barrier Free Code. The code
''I'll be around for a while,"
An open house of Conant will
otlines the minimum accessi- she said, '"I pla'n to follow this begin at 3 pm followed by the
bility standards for buildings · up, even after my term is over." rede~ication ceremony at 5 pm.
arid related areas.
According to Jeff Foy, student President Gordon Haaland will
Bartlett said. the small body vice president, the reso- give a welcome speech and then
number of available spaces has lution will be presented to the the plaque will he unveiled by
been a problem since 19_8 l. Parking and Traffic Committee CONANT, page 11
Working with Brandy KraftPARKING, page 7
Lund, coordinator of Handi-

Conant Hall will be rededicated in a c~remony scheduled for
May 9. ihe keynote address will be giveri by Ernest R. Hilgard ·
of Stanford University. (Cindy Rich photo)
'
,

UNH hono rs top
fresh man stude nts
By Beth McCarthy
UNH is striving for excellence in its students. One of the
measures the administration is
taking is_ the recognition of
freshman students who have
achieved a grade point average
of 3.5 (B+) or above, and are thus
_in the top two percent of tl}eir
class.
. · · ·. .
.
..i :
. . This year about _sixty-five .
students formed this group.
They were invited to attend a
Symposium on Tuesday, April
29, from 4:30 to 7:30 pm at the
Elliot Alumni Center. Richard
Hersch, Vice President _for
Academic Affairs, discussed why
the students were 'there.
· Although ~ixty-five students,
and about thirty staff and faculty
One UNH student decided to take adavantage or' The .Bagelry and MUB on wheels serving · were invited. Bob Roussel, a
freshrna.n J3ioc~emistry major,
<:arts located in front of the library yef ..~rday. (Cindy Rich photo)

said only about fifty people
attended, faculty and students.
Roussel related the main points of Mr. Hersh's address
on "'[he Meaning of Excellence.
"It was about how our society
has set a standard of excellence
and: that being there (at the ·
symposium) at that time meant
that .w e had met the highest'
standards that .the University
has set. We could stop there,
but we should take that standard
and internalize if for the moment, and strive -to make our
personal standards even
higher," Roussel said.
According to Roussel, Hersh
then went on to say that "the
professor's job _is to prq~ide, ~s
HONORS, page 22
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THE·STU DEN T PRE SS IS ON THE MOV E.
.

.

FALL 1986 PO.SI°TIONS ARE OPEN

COME IN FQR AN APPLICATION ·' ANDA PIECE OF THE ACTION

Busi ness Mana ger ·
- Mark eting Direc tor
Adve rtisin g Staff
Distr ibuti on Mana ger ·
, · Edito rs for Fictio n, Non-fiction
and Poetr y
Pro·d uctio n Staff
All are paid positi ons _and worth loqki-ng into
Positi ons are open to all UNH under gradu ates .·
•

·1·

,'

MUB _Room 153, 862-27 28 . ..

_

{

,1

"

,

,...:,..,

,,... ,

.

'

,;F

..

,

·PEER ADVISORS ·
THE NEW UNIVERSITY ADVISING CENTER
NEEDS
"A FEW GOOD PEOPLE" ·
FOR·· ~EMESTER I, 1986-87

:._. .;,"·' -·:,'._- . . ·:~ 7~:-: · ~: j
~~

Qualifications

,:\t:i;··;j .
-::·-~)<i:.:·i.,

.'

1. Junior /Senio r status
2 ~2.8 grade point ·averag e
3. Good commu nicatio ns skills
. 4. Five hours a·week ·com·m itment
- to helping undecl ared studen ts. ·.

1

Ii/::{lj

1!:f
/ . '-i, ..;

..

.,,'..?,;~ ·".;.' ·1·

t;?il:~,~

1

.

If you .are -interes ted, please contac t
· Prof. M-arc Schwa rz ." ·
Dept. of History
Horton SSC #3014
. ,
_ .
_By 'M AY 12, :1986

.-~!,·<i\/ )/

I

.

-

.

.

.

.

.

- A paid position -for which training will be necessary - ·
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_UNH nude model ,stands ·. out·

fl

RRlpAY, MAY 2

By' Lisa Karakostas

She was the class leader ·a nd
· people ha~e done. Sh~ ;aid the
Alison Perron walks hesit ~ · $5 .00 and hour does not hurt always played ·the lead role in
antly into the room. It does not either, although she feels she school plays. She .is especially
fond of a memory of playing
look like a classroom. It is should get a lot more.
"I sort of made a dare with Dorothy in "The W izar9 of Oz."
cluttered and dusty and smells
_· ·
of paint. On one of the few desks myself to see if I'd do it, she says, She got tq sing a solo.
which have been carelessly She won the dare becuse she did . She particip~ted in gymnasshoved in the corner lies an . not want to let herself "lose tics and Nadia Comenici was one
-of her heros. Perron al"ways :
empty _Diet Coke bottle and one out."
· Perron went to a topless wanted tO win and she alwa.ys
oJ those brown wrappers that
Reeses Peanut butter cups come beach while in Nice, France last' wanted to be perfect, just like
in. As she makes her way to the summer but says that did not Nadia.
But Perron's life revolved
front of the room her eyes sweep make the modeling any easier.
across rhe fifteen students seat'- "I wasn't the focus of attention around horses. She belonged to
ed in front of their easels mixing there, the surroundings are so the 4-H Pony club and won a ·
paints. She hears someone say different. Over there you're lot of bJue ribbons showjump-:
"Whenever you're ready Ali- :weird if you don't take your top ing heriforse. Riding meant ..
son." She proceeds to take off off," she says._The hardest part . everything to her.
Then ·she began to go through
of the moqeling for Perron was.
her clothes.
. Perron is twenty-two years taking her clothes off in front puberty and with it.came a stage .
old, an attractive blond with an~ . of the class the first time she of being shy and insecure. She
alluring figure and big blue eyes modeled. She thought about . was somewhat of a loner in high
which are mesmerizing. She is· walking out, but she gathered school. She was still in plays,
but there were no more leading .
not like most of the other nude her courage arid stayed.
,·
·
-Perron grew up in the small roles. ·
models in the UNH Art Depart:
.
. ment.
During her junior year in high
town of Dublin, NH; the young'Tm suprised Alison does it," est of five children. Her mother school her $11,000 showhorse,
says Maura Noel, a secretary in was 43 when she was born, Her Firefly, died of a rare disease.
the art department who is father, a ·phys,ician, died when She was devastated. "'I decided ·
responsible for hiring the _mod- she was .in junior high. Perron · not to show any-more, I just els. Noel did some nude model- remembered being a very un- wanted to move _on," she says_.
And she has moved on. He-r
ing .herself as an _undergraduate inhibted little girl when she was
MODEL, page 10
at Keene State College and says in grammar school.
that Perron is different from
most of the other nude models.
"Most of the models have a
good idea of themselves and
don't care what they look like
or what other people think of
1985-86 Season Presents the
-them," she ~ays PerroQ is just
Anna Zornio Memorial Production of
the opposite. "She's one of our .
b~tter looking models and it
seems like she cares a lot about
what she looks like," says Noel.
But Perron believes the modeling bas nothing to do with
looks. To her it is more a matter
of self-confidence and-courage.
r: , " I_ f,e.el Jike I .can, do_+ anythirig
with my clothes on now that I've
done with my clothes off," she
The Musieal'by Tim Rice and Anµrew Lloyd Wehe~
says. "How can you expose
yourself more than standing
Directed' by C1rol Lucha Burns
naked in front of a group of
Johnson Theater, Isabel and Harriet Paul Creative Arts Center,
'.s trangers?" she laughs.
UNH, Durham
· Perron, ·a senior psychology
major knew someone who was
PERFORMANCES: May 1 and 8 at 7 I~M :; May 2, 3, 9, and 10 at 8 l'.M.
.a nude model her freshman_year.
TICKETS: g~neral, $5; UNH students, employees, alumni,
. She thought it sounded interall sei:iit)r citizens, $4; preview, $2; children's performances, $1
and
esting but never-had the guts
to do it until now. She likes to
Reservations, 862-2290
try different things and thought
Dinner Theater_Package, New England Center Restaurant
· this was something not a lot of

WOMEN'S LACROSSE- ECAC Championships, through
·
·
Saturday, May 3.
INTERNATIONAL FIESTA- Entertainment includes Reggae;
. Mariach, Steel Dru.ms, UNH Dance Theater Company. Food
from Mexico, Greece, Australia, Switzerland and Spain. Games
& Exhi?its. Sm~th ~all Grounds, l 1 a.m. to 5 p.m: Free

UniversityTheater

JOSEPH AND THE
- AMAZING

TECHNICOLOR-

.,. DREAMCOAT ·..,..
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-JULIE ANDREWS · DICK,VAN DYKE
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Mary Poppins

Dir: Bill Walsh (USA, 1964, 140 min) Starring: Julie Andrews.•
Dick Vah Dyke. Roy Dotrice. Looking back at it. it's'hard tc•
believe that this was Andrew's first picture. As the magica.le ·
"practically .,perfect" nanny to two marginally rebellio·u s •
children, A~drews is engaging and warm. The scen es with
live action La nd a,nimation blended together a re trul y well•
done; the picture was nominated for Best Picture of 1964 .•
•
Academy Awards: Best Song ("Chim Chim .Cheree").

...... .. •·•... •·• ............................ .
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9::~o pm

$1 studt>nts
Si?. non-studt>nts
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SATURDAY, MAY 3
UNH CRE·w (MEN'S AND WOMEN'S)Championships (Worcester).

at New England:
.

MEN'S TRACK- at Easterns (Springfield). _
UNH SPRING HORSE TRIALS- Dressage held at Green
Acres Farm, Drew Road, Dover, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m;, free. .
MEN'S BASKETBALL- ~s. H;irtford _(2), 1 p.m.
MEN'S LACROSSE- vs. Army, 2 p.m.
MUSICAL- "The Toymaker." Dance and mime performed
.by Youth With a Mission, a creative mission group from
Concord, N.H. S_Ronsored by lntervarsity Christian Fellowship.
· -. ._________
Strafford Room, MUB, 7 p.m., free .

SUNDAY, _MAY 4
lJNH SPR!NG HORSE TRIALS- Cross Country & Stadium
at UNH Light Horse Center, Mast Road; 8 a.m. to 4 p .m., .
·
·
free.
ROTC AW ARDS CEREMONY- President Gordon Haaland .
will award the "Presidential Sabre" to 2 cadets. Field House,
·
10 a.m.
MEN'S. BASEBALL- vs. Hartford, 1 p.m . .
HONORS CONVOCATION- Field House, 2 p.m.

~Y~~l!~-~;~~:;ls f

?,PJ!~:~·~1~$Tif~or~ -~o~ ~ ·

~1:~·},_

UNH WIND SYMPHONY AND SYMPHONIC BANDGranite State Room, MUB, 8 p.m. Free, open to public.

MONDAY, MAY 5
.AMNESTY INTERNAfIONAL PROGRAM- Human Rights
·
_in Soµth Africa. Room 103, Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m.

TUESDAY, MAY 6
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES- 1986 BFA Exhibition,
Paul Arts Center through June 27.
MOBAY LECTURE SERIES- "New Chemical Separations
and Measurements." lddles Auditorium, 1103, 1 la.m.
STUB ENT RECITAL #7- Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts,
1 p.m .
FRENCH / ITALIAN: F_ILM - "Madame Rosa/' Room 3·03,
~ _
.
James, 3:30 p.m. Adm1ss1on $1.
SIDORE LECTURE SERIES- Christian Psychology and The
Arms Race, Dr. Scott Peck. Granite State Room; MUB, 8
~
p.m.
WOMEN'S CHORUS- B-ratton Recital HaU, Paul Ar.ts, 8
p.rp .
The New Hampshire (.USPS 37?-280) is publis~ed and. distribu~ed semi.weekly throughout the academJC year. Our off ices are -located rn !{._oom .
.151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 038_24. ~?v~rtjsers should
check th~ir ads the first day . .The New Hampshire Vl'.iil 111 no case be
responsible for typograph•cal or other errors, but will reprin~ that _p~rt
of an advertisement in wh-ich a typographical error appears, ,f notif1eq
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hamp.rhire,
151 M~UB, UNH, Dmham, NH 03824. 10,000 _copies printed per issue
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Mairie.

~ •.
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UNIVERSITY THEATER- 'Joseph And The Amazing
Techniclor Dreamcoat." The musteal by Tim Rice and.Andrew
Lloyd Weber, directed by Carol Lucha Burns.Johnson Theater,
Paul Arts. Regular Performances: 5/ 2, 5 3 & 5/ 9, 8 p.m.
Fam_ily,Performance: 5/ 8, 7 p.m. Matinee: 5/ 7, 2 p.m.
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FACULJY LECTURE SERIES- Deserts & Jungles: Ob:servadons of, a Sensationalist. Professsor Stephet1 Reyna,
Anthropolgy. Berkshire Room, New England Center, 8 p.m. ·
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Custom.
T-Shirt
Printing
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(603) 431:-8319
T-SHIRTS• GOLF SHIRTS•
LONG SLEEVE BEEFY rs
SWEAT SHIRTS• HATS & TOTES
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oncEs
CAREER
. JO_B SEARCH WORKSHOP: Sponsored by ~ar~er
· Planning and Placement. Learn methods for f mdmg
jobs. Covers search techniques and information
sources. Monday; May 5, C,,irroll Room, MUB, 4
to 5:30 p.m.

CATCHING UP: Sponsored by Non-Traditional
Student Program. Are you always playing "catchup" with your course work while trying to maintain
current assignments as well? Come learn techniques
of time management and reading strategies to
i_ncorporate make-up material with cµrrent study.
Tuesday, May 6, Underwood House, 12 :30 to 2
p.m. Call 3647 for more info.

GENERAL

REVIEW-STRATEGIES FOR FINALS: Sponsored
UNH FLYING CLUB, INC. NOT AUTHORIZED: _by Non-Traµitional Student Program. Do you find
yoµrself rereadif!_g for exams and not remembering
An organization operating in this area under the
the material? This workshop can help by teaching
.name "UNH Flying Club, Inc." is not authorized
yo~ review strategies th~t improve your memory
to use the initials of the University of New
and understanding of course ma'terial. Facilitated
Hampshire or in any other way indicate that it
by Mary Hall of TASk. Thursday, May 8, Underwood
is affiliated with the University. The club is not
House, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p .m. Call 3647 for more
a recognized student organization and is not in
info.
,
~ny way approved, endorsed, or supported by the
University.of New Hampshire. The University -HEALTH
has notified the officers of the club to discontinue
the use of "UNH" in the club name or in any other - NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS: Individuals concerned about their dmg use ~re welcome. Tuesdays,
way suggest or i'mply an affiliation with the
Underwood House, 7 to 8:30 p.m.
University. The University cannot in any way be
responsible for the activities of this organization.
CLOSED ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS (STEP
Questions should be directed to the Office of Student
- MEETING) : lridividuals concerned about their
. Affairs, Huddleston Hall, 862-205 3.
dr-inking are welcome. Tuesdays, Wolff House,
12:30 to 2 p.m.
CHILD CARE INFORMATION: The UNH Child
Care Information and Referral' Service can provide
you with information on available child care serv~~es _ DON'T LET £TRESS GET THE BEST OF YOU! :
in the Seacoast a,rea . Stop by or call the service, . ·Sponsored by Health Ec;iucation Center, I:Iealth
Underwood House, 2895. Plan riow for summer _ Services. Explore both the possibilities and pressures
of being a student at UNH aqd living in a coed
and fall!
hall. Discussion of stress management, coping skills
and,tiine management. Monday, May-5 , Christensen,
ATTENTION MUB LOCKER RENTERS: -Locks
8 :3o p.m.
on blue lockers must be removed by May 22._Keys
to colored lockers must be turned in to Room 322
STRESS AND BURNOUT PREVENTION: We
by May 22 for your "Key Deposit'Refund." (Lock~rs · _. will explore both the negative and positive stress
may be renewed for the summer). Key deposits · · ·of living in a large residential hall, coping strategies,
will not be iss1:1ed after the de,,idline and locks will
r:elaxation and time management. Wednesday, May
be removed.
·
7, Stoke, 7: 30 p.m.
EXAM ANXIETY WORKSHOP: Sponsored by
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA MEETNon-Traditional Student Program. Is your perING: COCA promotes an educated political response
formance on exams affected by stomach ·c hurning,
to the regional wars and social p~o~lems _in Ce51tral
sweating, and mind blanking? Do you panic and
America
as a function of U.S. policy. A concensus
forget a month's worth of material? .Come and
corr1mittee, we encourage ,those with questions,
learn strategies for coping with the stress of exams.
.ideas, requests, or volunteer tim_e to attend .
Facilitated by Sarah Seder of TASk. Monday, May
Tuesdays, Merrimack Room, MUB, 7 p.m.
5, Underwood House, 9 .to 10 ·a.m. Call 3647 for
more info.

MEETINGS

JUGGLING CONVENTION: Workshops, videos, and public show featuring UNH Alumnus and
Professional Juggler, Mar,k Nizer. Saturday, May
' 10, Field House, 10 a.m. to 10 p .m. $1 students/ children under 12, general $3.

UNH professor to
lead Austrian tour ·
By ·Erika ~andmere

hot springs which are used in
Professor Helmut Pfanner outdoor pools and Kitzbu~el for
of the German and Russian its medieval buildings.
Department, is now organizing_ Kitzbuhel is also famous for
bis sixth annual tour to the havi-ng produced more Olympic
Austrian Alps for students and ski racers than any other city
faculty during 1987 winter in Austria.
break. ~
Trip participants will also
"It has been necessary to have the opportunity to_watch
make early reservations, because the challenging Hahnenkan ski
of the very popular resorts and race, one of the World Cup races,
the continued decline of the which is annually teleyised on
dollar," said Pfanner.
ABC Sports.
_ , This year's, trip promises tq
Charles Anderson, a UNH
be particularily ~;eciti~g, ac~o.rd- student who has gone on two
. ing to Pfanner, · for m addmon previous trips said' "Beginner
to visiting two of the world's skiers don't need to be afraid.
top ski resorts, Badgastein and There are wide open spaces, no
Kitzbuhel, we will .be close to trees, no rocks and the best ski
the beautifµl cities of Salzburg ·instructors."
and Innsbruck."
AUSTRIA, page 18
Badgastein is know~ for
'"""""""'its
....;...
..;._~----,

__ __

--:.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR, CHRIST MEETING:
7 ~es·d.ay Night Live ;.;'. Tuesdays, _Room 2A9,
Horton, 7 to 8:30 p.lJ}.
·
· _ • ·

_U~ H Stud~qts enjoying th~i,_i; trip to the Swiss Alps, arranged
.for th~m by UN-Hprofossor Heh~mt Pfanner. (Helmut Pfanner
photo)

CHESS· CLUB MEETING: All members· must
attend. Tuesday, May 5, Room 53, Hamt-lton _Smith,
7 p.m. Non-members welcome,

...

,~~-,Jf
-!f · ..,,.

SDJD1Der Day Camp Coonselor Positions
in Manchester New Hampshire
Colieqe work-st udy preferred

_ Contact:

lflUSQ
. ·. . ·

.

'

Frank Mitchell, Pine Island 4-H Center.
2849 Brown Ave, Manchester N.H. 03103
Tel: 627 -5637

T

LOGA
.CONNECTIONQ

presents ••••

Bugs

·alc.toon.
MUB PUB

Concord Trailways will take you right to your
terminal from Durham, and rick you up when you

· · - return. No reservations are necessary:
urham to Logan

Friday 8 & 10 pm
• Road Runner
• Thylvethter
•Tweety
-•Pepe

leave
Durham

leave
logfn

Arrive
:Durham

7:40AM

9:30AM

8:15AM

10:30AM

9:40AM

11:30AM

12:15 PM

2:30PM

11 :40 ~M

1:30 PM

4:00PM

6:30PM

1:40 PM

3:30PM

6:15 PM

8:30PM

3:40PM

5:30PM

ca

THAI

$1 students
$2 non -students

u_ired·

Logan to Durham

Arrive
Logan
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·PARKING
(continued frofo page 3)
on May 7. "Resolutions have
"There has been some atten- handicapped faculty in the build- ·
no real weight," he said. ·"The
tion to parking here and there," ing who need that space, along ,
proposal must be passed bi Kraft-L'und said, "but not: fo a with several students," she said.
' Parking and Traffic and them
coordinated manner. It hasn't
by the President's cabinet."
addresse·d the needs ~f the
Coel-Paris finds it especially
Along with perrnanently.hariha1!dicapped students on cam- ·difficult in \the winter, when ice .
dicapp~d students and faculty, pus."
and snow_make walking with
,there are many temporarily
crutches treacherous; To ensure
handicapped people in need of
Bergstrom sai9 she worked that she will make it to the
parking spaces~ These students closely with Kraft-Lund. "W_e classes she must teach on winter
must go to Public Safety and respond to requests for handi- days, Cole-Paris calls on one of ·
request a handicapped ·pe'r mit. c~pped parking as they come her friends to assist her ..This .
Permits are given out based on in," Bergstrom _said: She could usually necessitates several
the recomrrie_n dation of Dr. not say ex_a ctly what action phone calls. "It would be a real
Peter ,Patterson, director of P_gblic Sa_fety will take in re- harm to ·my profession if I had
Health ·Services-at Hood House. sponse to the resolution, or to cancel class due to my disabil·" I either concur that so~eone I when: "We try fo reac't to the ity," she said.
is handicapped, or as a physician concerns of the UNH communI don't concur," Patterson said.
. According to Cole-Paris the
ity as soon as it'.s possible to do
·
Patterson has no records on so." ·
process of providing adequate
the n~rhber of spaces available
handicapped parking is much
in comparison. to the number
.Both Bergstrom and David slow.er than it has to be. "I don't
of recomrriendadons he gives. Flanders, director of t:he Depart- think people realize, the prob''I've okayed-a heck of a lot more _ment of Pl,lblic Safety, expressed lems it cau~es."
than 28 spaces," he said. "I concern about where these
would be pleased to have more · spaces would go. According to
Arin Healy, another handisp_a~es. By ~nd large a healt,hy Flanders, Public Safety "would . capped student, said she must
~tudenton crutches can get . be seriously criticized if we had plan in advance to do anything
;iround. Someone with a legit- large numbers of handicappe:d other than attend her classes
imate handicap deserves to be spaces standing empty."
two days a: week. She said she
able to park."
finds it difficult to get to the
Kraft-Lund said the lack of
Bergstrom sai~ there h~ve library because the handicapped
handicapped parking has been .been instances in the past _o f spaces are usually full. 'Tve been
a long standing concern. In. spaces not being u~ed. ''I don't unable to get to my 'advisor in
December 1984, Kraft-Lund perceive any problems at all," Horton," Healy said. "I have
measured all the designated Bergstrom said . .
to depend on tµe availability of
handicapped spaces on campus
the Handi-Van. When its not
C~ndy Cole-Paris, a handi- a · scheduled event, it's very
and sent the information to
Publi~ Safety, along with her capped do.c torate student and difficult."
~ecomr:nendations about ap- faculty member, said she has
propriate action. In response; been pushing for more handi- , "More parking spaces would
Kraft-Lund received a letter capped .parking since 1984. make a big difference for me and
frolrj ,. Bergstrom · of Public Cole-Paris is rarely able to park ·a lot of people on crutches."
Safety. ;~'She said she would be near her Horton office, because Healy sai"d. -"Everything takes
happV' Yo share' my concerns the one- handicapped space planning when you are handiwith the appropiate people," ac'ross the street is always capped. A Jot of things aren't .
. occupied: "There are three available to me at this point_. "
Kraft-Lurid said.
.: ." i.'

Summer ·Rentals
· Summer Rentals available at
uNick's" Bricks and Townhouses
2 Bedroom - $800 Entir~· Summer
(at Bricks)
1 Bed.room - $575
·2 Beqroom Townhouse;.. $900

Call Mike.at 868-2443
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BECOME A STATISTIC!

"· ;Brady'. :Ford ·, ongratulates .
The Class
of
'86
with ·
$400.00 and pre-approved credit!!!
If yoLJ are. receiving your bachelor's degree, R.N. or graduate degree from UNH we tip our hatsJo you. To qualHied
·
graduates between October 1, 1985 and September 30, 1986,
Brady Ford can offer you Ford's Graduate Assistance Program.
· We can give you pre-approved credit and $400.00 cash back on your. new Ford. To take advantage of this program
.buy _qne ·o f the Brady Ford cc1rs or trucks listed below and take delivery by August 31, _1986 .
....-r::::~liiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.. · For fuither detans stop by or contact a Brady Ford Sales Representative?:·.. and again congratulations!

. <lt"OO cash back or a new Bronco II.

$400 cash back on a ne~ Te.mpo ..

$400 cash back on a new Mustang

$400 cash hack on a new F-150 truck.
-

$400 cash back on a new Ranger pick-ue.
/

,I

$400 cash bock on a 'new Escort.

$4.00 cash back on a new Escori EXP.

$400 cash back on a new Aerostar.

J

~

to come see me'but I wouldn't
let her. She supports me (now) al though I don't think she. is
wholeheartedly for it ---:- I don't
blame her though,'.' she said. She said her you11ger sist~r
_and two older brothers tep_d to
agree with lier mother. However, "They all know it's my
decisio·n so they back me in any
way," Gustafson said. "They
kind of knew what my decision
was going to be because they
knew !_couldn't give it up."
The 21 year old Gustafson's
inclination toward skiing became obvious when she began
skiing at the age of three and
racing at the age of eight, she
said. A native of Pittsfield, Mass,
she said she chose UNH for it's
ski team.
She was a member ·of the
UNH Ski T earn for her fresh.man and sophomore years but
was unable to participate this
year. She said she intends to try
out for the team again next year.
Currently, Gustafson is has

.

.

/

..

;·

,
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a double major in business and
theater arts. She started has
become more involved in theater this year and played the role
of Tituba in the "Crucible," she
said.
Although Gustafson is righthan.ded, so that classroom work
was unnaffected by her injury,
her participation in the play was
affected. · "There were little
things that ·we had to adapt. In
the beginning of the play, ~here
. was a dance and I was supposed
to click two spoons together.
But I couldn't hold the spoon
and I had to hit a kettle instead,"
she said.
The irijury ·ha~ further hindered her schooling. Last year
when the accident occurred,
Gustafson missed two weeks of
school She has also missed
many days this year for doctor's .
appointments and she had to
take finals early last semester
· to enter the hospital for hand
surgery.
Yet despite all the missed

Howto

to

classes, she was a:b}e, -earn a . roo·m rnate who ·is on the UNH talk about g~ing to the nationals
2.8 GPA last semester/ which Ski Team) always knew what and sure enough, she made it;"
·
said Hosley.
·
she described as "all righebut to say."
"And when she came back
Gustafson said she also redisappointing"~ She said .h.e r_
(eachers helped by allowing her , ce,i ved"a lot of encouragement injured, she would say, 'Sue, I'm
to take exams e~ther early or - when she came home with-four going- t_o ski again.' And sure
late, which ever they were able gold ·medals. "My teachers were enough, she did, even though
excited and whenever I walk by, doctors were telling +ier if she
·
to work out.
Her roommates last year and members of the ·ski team yell skied again she could lose her
arm. But she's cau,fious, too. She
·
.
this year have also been ·helping to me," she said.
Upon hearing of Gustafson's really puts a lot of thought into
. her adjust to her handicap, s.a,id
Gustafson. "It was hard to dress latest acco~plishment in the what she does," said Hosley.
Her current roommate Anne
at first. I couldn't tie my shoes world championship races, her
until about a month_ago," she former roommate Susan Hosley Widger, a UNH Ski Team
said laughing. "Other things, said ''To tell you rte truth, it member was also happy aboutyou just find a way to do them." doesn't surprise me. She has Gustafson's success. "It's super,''
She said her roommate Susan about as much motivation as she said. "After ~he was hurt,
Hosley did things such as tie her three girls woul~ have, whether . . she went through a lot trying
shoes for herlast year. "She kind it's sports or .academics. Her to accept that (her handicap)
of saved me," Gustafson said. mom, her doctor; and everyone and helped her accomplish her
"She did whatever I needed. If were all saying 'don't put your goals."
Of her wins in Sweden, GusI had ·a problem or something, hopes up so high,' but she put
tafson said, "I had the b~st time
she was there. I remember I her mind to it."
."When she told me she was of my life and I wouldn't trade
cried a lot and she was there.:·..
"When something like this going to be in the "Crucible," it for anything."
"It's really hard for her to
happens," she said,"you really I was surprised. She's the kind
rely on your friends alot. I've · of person who's not an extro- come back her after accomplish. cried a lot this semester,too. vert; so theatre was a challenge ing those goakand now s·he's
Anne Widgen (he~_ current for _her-but she got it. She would . got t9 set some more," Widger
·
said. ·
"I think you' re going to see
a lot more accomplishments in
her life-," said Hosley. "This is
nothing compared to what she
can do."
Gustafson does have mote
accomplishments in her plans.
Before her accident, she intended to become a professional .
skieL She said she is questioning ,
those plans now but still may
try . .
"In pro racing you have to be
good enough to win because you
have to pay aH your travel and
entry fees. So I have to at least
.
have' a chance,'! she said.
With the American Express® Card
"I skied -w.elL this year but it
you can buy everything from new
all depends on what happens
spectacles to some pretty spectacnext y~ar (back on the ski
ular clothing. The latest in audio
team)," she said.
equipment and the latest albums.
Although her handicap might
The Card is the perfect way to pay
keep her_ from her dream of
want
you'll
anything
about
just
for
becoming a professional skier,
. during college.
Gustafson. is very positive. "I
· How to get the Card
-think something like this makes
before you graduate.
you really dig and find out how
fortunat,e you are, And then
Because we be1ieve-that college is the first
being on the US Ski Team I
sign of success, we've made it easier for you
found ·out how fortunate I still
to get the American Express Card. Graduating
students can get the Card as soon as they
·am. There were so ·many people
a~cept a SI0,000 career-oriented job. If you 're
over there in wheelchairs who
not graduating this semester, you can apply
raced on monoskis who remind
for a special sponsored Card. Look for
me how fortunate I am."
studeni apf)lications on campus. Or call
1-800-TJ-!E- CARD, and tell them you want
a student application.
·

The American Express C_ard.
Don't leave school without it~M
·

\ ~. Centurion
~ Protection
~-.1.,:N
·
III
IS) f 668-5646 .
1 ·~

-

~

SECURITY
OFFICERS
Full-Time
Now hiring motivated indfviduals to become members of the
team that promotes personal
·
and prof~ssional growth . .·
Apply

Centurion Protection' Inc.

177 E. Industrial Park Dr-.
Manchester, NH
Monday- Thursday

Z ;9.-AM \ 3:PM

Bulimia -and ,_
· -e~ngeing
;,.

{,

Food and ·
Weight Cqntror

_ , prob!ems
'~tephen

._

J. Lit(I·~ Mi ,Ed ·.

·-,~~J~t;:~~%fi_triF
1

,
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· '( continued from page 1)

, .

arrest ·of five stude·nrs in Dur. ham Friday night for alcohol .
related charges , including one
female, between 10:05 and 10: 18
pm. This was ·only minutes
before_the investigation began.
The hand-painted crosswalk ·
from -Scorpio's Provisions to
Lambda Chi's front walk was
repainted Sunday night, April
27. Regarding this 'criminal
mischid to : a town street,'
Peacock denied Lambda Chi's
involvement.
"I don't know who did it but
we are willing to clean it up to
show good faith," said Peacock
on the behalf of the fraternity.
"We don't condone criminal
offenses with a court case pend- ·
ing. As a University organization, we don't condone anything'
against the law_'J
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Accommodations
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Single and double occupancy rpoms
Electric heat with individual thermostats
Wall to wall carpeting _.
All rooms completely furnished
,
Refrigerator, stove, and sink in eaCh room/ apartment
Telephone and television jacks
·
Parking available
Laundromat .
Lounge Area
Year-round patio
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1 Durham, NH with all the factl1ttes of the \

. 1·The Strafford House is located i~ !~e heart of

· ~ University of New Hampshire within \walking i
·
i~
,~ .d.1st ance.
.
. . . -. . -
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Remember Mom / May 11... .
-'TTTIT
- .· '. .· ffj), t :
Appllcatlon office:

1655 Palm Beach Lakes Boulevard
West Palm Beach. Florida 33401
1305) §83-6222

·J
f

l
l~~Wiiii
·1r ·_ PEOPLE· .··
- ··i~

~~~ VACA-MED

CRARS FAIR

lli\i

EN&LISH CLASSES in the best

Loans available.·
July classes now being fllled.

ANNUALMOT.HER'S DAY

. · l) ,

· §t
medical cJ nter of the Americas. safe.
, cosmoP,oli,an San Jose, ·costa Rica
Estat;llished. non-profit uni,versity
medical s.chool, full curriculum
including all clinicals over 2.500 bed
moder,· medical center. American
styled curricul·um. Limited openings for
North .A.mericans
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· The
Strafford House
868-2192
14 Strafford Ave.
Durham, N .H.
Office hours
9-4, M~F

I
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Get involved· in the
* development of the . *
·* Safe Ride Program. *
.A Safe Ride is a program whi~h
provides 'transportation for p'e ople
who have been drinking and don't fee
·_com,fqrtable_<jriving home. ,
We are look!ng for people interested
in the following posltions_: . _ .

· -Administration (budget, staff coordinator)
~Marketing ·
-Drivers
-Dispa-tchers
OR(;3ANIZATIONAL MEETIN,G:
,

'

_May 6, 7pm

Sullivan Room, MUB
· , Fo-r further inf or mat.ion contact,
Health ·Education 3823-

I
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RISIRVATIONS RlCOMMIN~ID 431 .9n.

801050286

Murphy's Romance

PG 13·

, 7&9:lSpm
· Daily Matinees 2:60 Pf!1

Care Bears fl

· cocoon

'lheat~e. Jlitbo
Witness
Silver Bullet

School Spirit

Journey of Natty Chan

· Also VCR rentals
N·O MEMBERSHIP OR DEPOSIT ..

is ·required ·
Special ·
Tu.es. & Wed. - only $1.25 a tape

. shy stage passed when she came educated, she learned by reading
· to college. Now her interests _and doing," Perron says: "She
are tennis and traveling. She is very busy, always volunteering
.is in the process of plann'ing a for .things. She has t-ravelled a
10 day trip to Russia with her lot and ~he doesn'tlook her age."
mother, with whom she went
The nude modeling-has not,
to Europe for three weeks last . interfered with the relationship
summer. She also enjoys her she shares with her ~mother,
education and likes to take though. Her mother's fears have
classes which expose her to not materiaJized.
things she would otherwise ' Perron has not experienced
never be exposed to.
any problems as a result of the
She has set high standards for modeling: The students in the
herself in college, she says, and art classes are friendly and they
she thinks some people see the make her feel comfortable, she
nude modeling as-going against Says.
.
,
those standards. Her three-year
Du.r ing the breaks. when she
. poyfriend, Mark Vaillancourt, gets down from posing., Perron
is one of those people.
likes walking ·around the class,
Vaillancourt is appalled by . talking to tpe students :and
what she is doing. "He doesn't .looking at the paintings. She
think ·anyone else should be says this is the best part. ''Some
allowed to look at me," she says · look like how you. perceive
shaking her head. He thinks your.self and others are horrendsome people are getting their ous and you wonder 'do· I really
kicks out of seeing her with no look like thatf" She says she
clothes on. "But .it's not porno- _. looks fat in the oil paintings but
graphy; it's art," she says em- th.at is "just the way they do it."
phatically. _The q.isagreement . Perron admits that some of
has caused a few obstacles in the men in the class seemuneasy
thefr relationship.
and took away if she makes eye
Perron's mother disapproves contact with them when she is
of the nude modeling also, posiag. And when she walks
although not as strongly. She around campus and sees people
is afraid Perron will be harassed from the classes they look a little
by the men in the classes.
uncomfortable. She usually just
Perron shares a unique, close smiles at them though, and they
relationship with her mother. smile back. Perhaps they would
they travel together and ride feel too intimate if they .said
horses toge_ther and can talk "Hi.".
about anything to each other.
"They are ·artists,·~ she says.
Mrs. Perron is a substitute high "They're not looking at you as
school teacher so she is very "in a,body, they're looking at angles
touch" with the younger gener- and curves and shapes."
.
_ation, even though she is 64
Perron will be graduating this
years old.
semester and would eventually
Perron admires her mother like to do some fashion modeland would like' to be like her ing in B-oston. She hopes the
when she gets older. "She is self- experiehc~ of nude modeling

-COME JOIN·THE NO.STAL-G IA

PARTY

CELEBRATE THE 90TH BIRTHDAY OF
THE RAILROAD STATION WITH US AT
, THE DAIRY BAR. AND COLLECT A SET
OF CLASSIC OLD-FASHIONED ICE CREAM .
·- PARLOUR GLASSWARE.
THE MUG

THE PfTCHER

wiii help her .in that a1 ea. She
has plans to go on to graduate
school and obtain a degree in
counseliqg. She would like to
work with abused children some· day. ''I want to explore a lot of
different things," she says.
She has modeled six times·
now and says it has gotten easier
since the first time she walked
so hesitantly intp that classroom. It is "no big deal" to her.
anymore. In fact, it has its
benefits.
"I feel much more coinfortabk with my body now,)) she
says. I feel it's not something
I have to hide or be ashamed of,
she said.
Although it may sound hypocritical, taking her clothes
off in front .o f a room foll .of
strangers has made her respect
herse-If more.
"It may sound funny but I'm
really proud that I had the guts
to do it," she says.
Attention Work
Study Students·

Plan For Your
Fall Job Now:
The TASk (Training in, Academic
Skill~) Center _is hi .r ing Tu:
·,or/Counselors tor the · 1986-87 ·
Academic Year: Tutor/ counselors
are trained to-provide study skills
assistanc~ and personal advising .
to ·UNH students. "Good" GPA
required along with an intere5,t in
academics and wor.k / study status
aliowing up to 10 hrs/wk. Apply _
at the TASk Center, Richards

House, by

The Nicl1c
Coffccl1ousc
An Entertainment Alternative
Presents
Saturday, May 3rd
Ham Branch Bluegrass

$1.39

D FOR JUST

BUYS YOU A-LARGE
SODA AD LETS
YOU BEEP THE MUG
A COLLEt'TOB'S
CLASSIC.

.99
U CAN BUY A·
TCBING '12 OZ.
CHER TO COMP
OUR NOSTJLGIC.SE

OB JUST BUY THIS
BEAUTIFUL MUG ALONE FOR ONLY 99(

THIS OFF~R )s LIMITED WHILE SUPPLIES LAST.

UNB DAI RY BAB
Located in the train station
· across from the Field H~use

Thursday, May 15, 1986 :' .

· traditional bluegrass band

Sunday, May 4th
UNI-I MUSIC FESTIVAL
noon-5:30
East-West lawn

of the MUB

Funded by PFO

•

••
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CONANT
. (continued from page 3)
Stacey W. Cole, member of the · ment since 1950. The building
was completely. gutted in the
· USNH Board of Trustees. ·
Leslie S. Hubbard, chairper- summer of 1984 and the psyson of the UNH "Campaign for chology- offices arid classrooms
Distinction'.' will speak and then were relocated. The two-year,
closing remarks will be made . $ 1.5 million restoration project
· by Raymond L. Erickson, dean resulted in an extra floor, new
of the UNH Graduate School. classrooms, new off ices, and
This will be followed by a laboratories.
The Kresge Foundation, a
reception and r~'"'""', 1-,,-,-,f:'nt-"
•national historical preservation
Conant Hall has been the society, provided funding for
home of the psvcholo_gv depart- the restoration in conjunc;tion

with the University's "Campaign for Distinction" capital
fund-raising drive.
Conan.t Hall was built as a
science building with focal bricks
made in Epping and Hooksett
only a year after Thompson Hall
was started. The ~uilding was
named for James Conant, a
Jaffrey farmer, banker, and
philanthropist who gave nearly
$70,000 to UNH in the late
1800's.

SUMMER
INTHE ,
CllY

:,_,_

Summer is the ideal time
for college students to get
ahead! Accelerate your
course work or take the
summer to concentrate on
a tough requirement.

0 ·

UNH at Manchester offers
the advantages of the
state uni·versity with the
, convenience of a campus in
Manchester. The personal
attention in small clas~es
is sure to enhance your
learning experience.
So don't stop thinking just
·call 668-UNHM for
b~cause summer's here.
Think about how easy it is
information or registration.
to get the University credits
Sessions begin May 26 and_
_July 7 .
you need, in Manchester!

In ~he true innovative spirit, local resident Tim Trtgea practiced
his rock-climbing by scaling the wall outside of Joh11son Theatre.
.
·. (Cindy Rich photo)

...,

. TASk

UNIVERs;;,1;,;;;:,;;tPSHIRE

-w·oRK/STlJDY ·· JOBS

•

1986-B7
. TUTOR{COUNSELORS
l

I

. .

! t

'\

,
• pro11ide perso""1 ,,,,J 11udnnk.1111iiunu .. .

I

• te•ch it,Jy JjiJ/~.

• ""' soph~mo,-e1 Of' j#mors with :" "goo~ GPA ·

.• e•rn ll n io $4-7-JV h,-.
. ' _,. \•' •••, •',:I )
•'
•
,.
Apply al TASk, _Ricba~di Htn1s~~ bi .May
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Editorial·

/

A fres h star t for The Stu den t Pre ss
The Student Press has set in motion a
proposal to provide the University with
a monthly magazine. This magazine, which
has yet to be named, will be a synthesis
of the bi-monthly _ The Advocate, and ,the
Catalyst, which is currently publisheq tw,ice
_
a year. ·
Ii seems that the idea of a monthly
student-ru·n magazine is a good one. As
well as providing a different focus on
·University and local events, the magazine
should provide yet anothe_r creative outlet
fci"r students who wish to pursue careers
in the media.
· However, the publicatio n of a monthly
magazine consisting of approxima tely 7080 pages is a tremendou s task. The Student ,
Press has experience d·personnel problems
in the past, problems that could stifle the

•
the c9ncept change · should ha;e ·been
developm~ nt of a competen t publicatio n
, submitted earlier in the year to avoid the
·
if they occur again.
rt;constru ction of the budget an_d
.The budget for the magazine must be
concept.
approved and it must stay within rhe
However, in the case of the new mag- .
guidelines of the present b~dget. Also, the _
azine, SAFC should me:tke an exepr_ion to
Student Activity Fee Council has yet to
the rule. The proposed change is nqt an
approve the change in concept prop<?s~d
attempt to ·g et addit_ional funding for the
by the Student Press. There has never been
, Student Press, or an attempt to bury The
a student organizati on that was allow·e d
_
Advocate or the Catalyst. It is an honest
to change its: concept fpr the upcoming year,.
attempt to take a,good · idea a-nd make it
been
after its original concept has already
a reality. Such a magazine would provide
.
approved.
a needed service to the University comconcept
in
If SAFC approves the change
munity, ·as well as providing a learning
Press,
Student
or budget proposed by The
for its students.
experience
Other
precedent.
it could set a dangerous
Advocate and the Catalyst will
The
Both
the
receive
could
student or.ganizati ons
the ,n ew .magazine, if an goes ..
but
missed,
be
practice
acceptable
an
message that it was
than adequa~ely fill the
more
should
well~
.
midstream
in
direction
to change one's
depar'ture.
their
by
left
void
that
say
to
fair
be
also
It is not. It would

t?e

1

Letters
education for interested .students·. ad\rertise your music festivai,'Posmeaning of a paddle. A pledge building~ The admissions depart•
I hope that t~e Hotel Department itive Direc:tion is making a stat'e~
paddle can be a g'ift from Little ment has been slated to move into
will exhaust all possible resources ment that violence <lgainst women
Brother/Sis ter t'O Big Broth- our building, probably because of
er/Sister and a source of pride for 1ts central location. Originally we . in tryin_g to maintain the existence is synonymous with bavi~g a good
time and hearing good mus,ic. As
both parties. In my house, as a were told that the Faculty Center · of the Cent~r in the future.
Coutney Shick such, it contributes to the prevalent
. pledge we make a paddle for would be moved to a different.
To the Editor:
cultural attitude that violence
ourselves. By the end of ,the pledge locatio~ that
In reply to Laurie Beck's article,
I to ,
• would still. be. able
1: .
·agai.nst women i,s ·not only,ac;cep,,r.
· "l
"Fraternities Tantalize'. ' in the April · period that . paddle come to be serve the University, but; despite
table, but fun. This attitude that
a symbol of a,chievement. The repeated inquiries into where we · ·1
29th .issue of The New Hampshire,
women are willing victims of
feelin.gs associated with accomp- will be going, we have yet to receive
I find myself strongly disturbed by
violence, from batter-i'ng and rape
lishment are not foolish. It means any concrete information on the
the ignorance displayed concerning
to sado-masochism and child sexual
y~u have done something that not matter. Besides being totally un- .
the functioning of the Greek system.
abuse, even if they say "no," forms
everybody else in the world has by professional, this behavior has lead To the Editor:
1-r-is nice to see that she· recognized
the foundation for the epidemic
putting something of yourself into · us to question the decision making
her friend's dedication to an organagainst
process used by the adminis~ration
ization he felt he wanted to be a a tangible object.
on behalf of the proportions of violence
.writing
am
I
in our culture. ·
women
Before I end this reply, I would in eliminating the Center in the
part of. Unfortunately , Miss Beck's
Status
the
on
UNH Commission
As a student orgar:iization whose
like to express the most painfu.l place.
subtly sarcastic style encourages
of Women regarding Positive DiAbout mid-semester we pegan rection's publicity flyer for the 1986 mission is to "promote functions
aspect of reading Miss Beck's article.
the reader to question whether she
She did what many people have hearing rumors concerning the Hardcore Festival. This flyer shows of_a progressive/a lternative polreally stood by his decision or not.
future of the Center and were hard- a woman, presumably Madonna, itical and cultural awareness," I
Obviously not a member of the done throughout their college years:
Greek system herself, I find it she took a singular instance and pressed to deter~ine the validity hanging from the neck •with blood would hope that Positive Direction
will consider that your advertising
difficult that she could possibly generalized it to the entire Greek of them. We were told that there trickling from her mouth.
·
does not promote prngresunderstand the fact that yes, at systerp. Perhaps when Miss Beck w,_as nothing to worry about and that
that the intent of the ' not only
assume
I
the Center wou'ld continue to op- flye~ is to make a statement against s i ve / alternative political and
has a few more years of college
times, pledges are ·denied the
opportunity to become initiated. experience under her belt, perhaps , erate next year. After ·learning that the type of Top 40 music repres- cultural awareness, but instead
when she has really gotte:n a close we were actually going to be' dis- ented by Madonna. However, the promotes more of the same violence
Fraternities and sororities ha,ve
guidelines to follow that often make enough _look at the Greek system solved, we .discovered that the effect of the image ci$ to depict and and degradation of women ~nd men.
Sincerely,
it impossible _to initiate a transfer · to be · able to understand it and decision had been made some weeks promote violence against women.
therefore comment accurately and . before, but, for some reason, they . In using this violent image of a · Cindy B. Leerer
student, a freshman or one that has
not "made grades" as we say by . knowledgeab ly about it_, she will had been reluctant to inform us.
woman hanging by the neck tO ·
As already mentioned, the Center
realize that unsupported generalgetting a 2.0 g.p.a. or better. This
izations are not acceptable to those does have two full-time employees ·
does not mean that initiation is
completely denied, rather it merely of us who have taken the time, the who depend on ·its continued opconcern, the money and the energy eration for their livelihood. This
delays the process.
childish behavior by the adtninisto make o.u r years at UNH the best
In regards to the money Miss
·
tration has caused them undue
Beck'.s friend invested in his chosen they can possibly be.
Kim Schaefer hardship as well as . generatin_g· ·
fraternity and the sports h-e gave
Delta Zeta Sorority
animos.ity toward University off iup to do so, she mus_t remember that
.DAVID C. OLSON, Editor-in-Chief
cials. Their lives have been greatly
these were decisions he made,
E.ditor
Managing
KATZ.
A.
LISA SINATRA, Managing Editor
PETER
complicated by a bureaucratic deoptions he chose. I highly doubt
SONYA BELKNAP. News Editor ·
MARLA G . SMITH. News Editor
cision tµat appears · to be flawed in
if he was told by the fraternity
PAUL TOLlv1E. Sports Editor
JAMES CARROLL. Features Editor
many areas. Earlier in the semester
brothers that he could no longer
.
'
admisthe
from
Editor
e
individual.
Photo
CINDY RICH.
a representativ
' RONIT LARONE. Photo Editor
be an athletically active
sions department came by to check
In addition, a semi-formal is not
KRISTEN RUSSELL. Business Manager
out his new home. After examining
a mandatory event, therefore Miss
C,f\RRIE F. KEATING. Advertising Manager
the entire building, he stated that
Beck's friend, if he so desired for · · To the Editor:
I am currently the marketing it was not nearly big enough for
Lyena Hayes
Chns Heisenberg
Advertising Associates Sandy Curtrs
either personal or f inanacial reaChristine Head
Rich Wallace
Gall Hendrickson
Jason Gaillard
sons, more than likely could have manager of the Faculty Center, a the number of full-time employees
Mark Goulart
Laurre Mainella
Chris Germain
Jennifer Hightower
.
Lorr Stubbs
,Ioscp 11 Nelson
Kathy Johnson
Fiona Jameson
declined the invitation to be a 'p art small luncheon and ,c atering facility and files in his department- not
Pau / ·Ra1cI,·1, •
Rick Kampersa l
Andrea Kocl1
Pauline Trem~ay
· < Lrsa Karacosta s
Asst Business Manag- Stephanrc-,'\J cirlon
serving faculty and_staff at this to mention the high student traffic .
of that particular activity.
I
•. Sarah Keith
Jrll Vranicar
et
that this particular department
Karen P~zL.: f'Hlv
. Miss Beck expresses disapproval "fine" University. The Center is
Mall Kfoury
Photographers
A•nv Fert el
Michele Kirsa,baum
Circulation Manager
his
from
voiced
interns
he
an
stuctent
Whether
Dy
that
enttrely
generates.
concerning the changes
Da vn Goodman
Marc,y Astle
Mary Beth Lapin
Cathy Mccarron
Laura Mukenhowpt
Copy Readers
individual makes in the weeks that the hotel program with guidance opinions .to the decision-mik ing
Bart Gr,ll rn
Bet h McCarthy
Paul Tolme
Andrea Holbrook .
,Joseph Moreau
Production Assistant
constitute pledging. I would hate · from two full-time employees, Reec body I am not aware, but it seems
Geel Olson
Joanne Manno
Sue Mudgett .
to break her bubble by telling her Turner (the chef) and Jan Rogers evident that all the relevant inforKaren Wrllet
Can,dy PP.terson
Slaff Reporters
Erika Randmere
Bryan Alexander
Editorial Assist:int
.
mation was not c:onsidered when
that she herself has probably made (the controller).
Tom Rooney
Jessica Wrlson
Jen Brainard
Ruth St ea rn s
.Jenniler H1ght owm
Forum Editor
Recently, we became aware that the decision was made.
some drastic changes in the fe_w
Gary Stonc rus
Reporters
SonraSchmrll
Chris Urrck
Alan Adelman
As a student in the hotel proFashion Editor
months since her high school the University administration has
Bryan Alexander
Mrc helc Valway
Amy Van Der Bo sch
decided to eliminate the Center for gram, I feel that a great injustice
graduation and that there are many
Am, Walsh
Audrey Breslau
News Brief Editor
Paul Walterbeek
Dan Bustard
Bryan Alexander
more to come in the following years. the upcoming academic yec!r because has been done to other students who
• J,m ·church
Kathleen Warde
Graphic Manager
Charlene· Cloiwy
Sherrr L While
Deborah Bellavance
Everyone changes: this is not a of a lack of space. Apparently · _will Ae~er have the opportunity that
Candace Colby
Graphic Assistants
Technical Supervisors
Thompson Hall is going to be closed I ~ad. The Faculty .Center has been
Susan Bowen
Carol Conmami
Cara Bonta
crime. A true friend accepts this.
Ed Garland
Carrrc, Bounds
Jam,0 McDcrmoll
Oh yes, and the paddle maki~g. for renovations next year and they a valuable edt1cational tool for the
Typists .
Dan Gibbons
Stephanie Brooks
Noreen Crcm111 .
Peter Crocker
,Gregg Goostray
Miss Beck has shown her ignorance · need mom for. the many depart- - program and its loss will surely hurt
once again by mis-defining the ments that currently occupy the its ability to provide a complete
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University Forum
By Ellen Becker
and Ellen Barnett

Buy one, ·and get .one .free
On May 5, UNH students, facuh:y,-and staff will
have another opportunity to speak out against
human rights violations. In cooperation with
Amnesty International, the University has been
sponsoring a letter~writing campaign for the past
two months on behalf of prisoners of conscience
around the world. By purchasing an aerogram and
using the information . provided by Amnesty
International, we can try to generate enough pressure
· on government officials to stop their abuse of human
·
·
·
rights.
·Amnesty International, Winner of the Nobel
-Peace Prize in 1977, has a reputation for scrupulous
research arid strict impartiality as it catalogs human
right abuses and uses a flood of letters to pressure
offending governments. This polite pressure
through the simple tactic of writing letters can
have a powerful effect. For ·example, a Dominican
Republic trade union leader named Julio de Pena
Valdez was seized in a police raid and _was held
naked' in an underground cell. Amnesty launched
an extensive ,letter campaign t}:iat prodded Dominican R~public President Joaquin Balaguer to release
him. The grateful prisoner wrote to Amnesty,
"When the first 200 letters came, the, guards gave
me b_ack _rpydothes. Then the next 200 letters came,
and ·t he· prison director came tb see me. "When the
next pile of letters arrived, the director got in tbuch
with _his superior. The letters kept coming and
coming: three thousand of them. The President
was informed. The letters · still kept ar.riving, and ·
the President called the prison a·nd told them to
let me go ..-After l was released, tpe .President called
me to his office. He said: 'How ·is it that a trade
union leader like yoµ has so many friends from
all over the world?' He showed me an enormous
box full of letters he had received, and when we
•
parted, he gave them to me."

It was reading this account in the Parade Magazine
on May 12, 1985, that prompted a fantasy of 10,000
let(er·s going out monthly from the University
community on behalf of a ptisoner of conscience.
That fantasy was shared by a group of stt1dents,
staff, and faculty that have med_to make this fin.tasy
a reality by staffing tables where aerograms could
be purchased and sample letters are provided as
·
·
a basis for writing the a,ppeals.
Documentation of these prisoners' plights were
prepared for us by our local Amnesty chapter. In

"Electric·shocks · were ad-ministered to her thumbs
and tpes, whtle her screams
were muffled with a hood
·pulled tightly around her
lace.''
. I

Mathematical muckraking
The·UNH calctilus program, led by
matWematk s1 profe~_sor :and chairperson
not
. Richard Balorrieno s, is simply
1
· providing a healthy lea.rning envir- .
onment; one conducive to enthusiastic
and acti~e student involvement. Or,
as stated by a gra-duating senior, "It's
,
a factory."
Although Balomenos' concoctfon
appears near brilliant on paper, and
no doubt impresses the slacks off many
an admiring administrator, it is having
a devastating effect on a great number
of young, highly pressured students.
It's one thing to offer a rigo-rously
structured, Sl:1-rvival-of-the-fittest type
course, but you'd best not discount the
ramifications of a possibly overwhelming intimidation factor in , oing so . .

•

,

March, dozens of students-, staff, and faculty, wrote ·
on behalf of a prisoner io Zaire; in April, they wrote
on behalf of a prisoner in Pakistan. However, it
was a far cry from the thousands of aerograms we
were hoping to have going out.
On May 5, we wil-1 be asking each of you to '
participate in this University-~ide project, writing
a letter on behalf of political detainees in South
Africa. According to an Amnesty report, Sout_h
African police arrested Bessie Nobathembu Fihla,
,aged 20, last Aug·ust. She had been a student and

an official of the Congress of South African Students
in the black township of Soweto. The Congress,
an organization of black students affiliated with
the United Democratic Front alliance, opposes
policies of the South African government.
Ms. Fihla was det~ined and interrogated by
authorities. During interrogation, she was forced
to stand for prolonged periods of time 1with her
arms outstretched, or to crouch while holdrng heavy
books. Electric shocks were administered to her
thumbs· and toes, while her screams were muffled
· with .a hood pulled tightly around her face. Nine
days later she was released and a medical examination
revealed marks on her skin from the application'
of electrodes. The gpvernment never charged her
·
" •
with a crime.
Numerous black students have suffered similar
. short-term detention and torture in South Africa.
Apparently, such terror tactics are meant to break
die spirit of the students and to silence dissent.
As members of a university community we can
write letters deploring the imprisonment and·torture ·
of our counterparts in South Africa, and urgiqg
authorities to -institute independent inquiries into
these violations of .human rights. May 5 is your
chance to speak out on behalf of students and political
detainees whose voices are being terrorized into
silence. There will be a table all day at the MUB
selling aerograms with suggestions of how to word
the appeal in your letter to President P.W. Botha:
and another table in the Faculty Cerit~r during
lunchtime. We urge you to BUY ONE, AND GET
·
ONE FREE.
El/en Becker and Ellen Barnett are .psychologists at the
Counseling and Testing Center.

stuµents), problem sessions ( ~ti.tors
Any professor, or sew-proclaimed
presept solutions tp hqmework probadvocate,,of education, I could p.9)y hop~,
-would think _-- twice _before s.ending . lems)", c;lnd the pretest and mathematics
_
center (MaC).
groups of young ladies back to their
A~cording to Balomenos, _MaC's
dorm rooms crying with red slashed
purpose is to assign students remepapers in their trembling hands. Or
-diation work in either algebra or
have proud ·y oung men rummaging
trigonometry or both depending on
through their respective heads, debathow they _p erformed on a standardizep
ing how to break the news of earning
pretest.
an unsatisfactory grade (below C, which
Balomenos claims that, "unfortua majority of the calculus students
nately, a large number of students come
receive) to an even prouder father.
in to the University not prepared in
This is what is happening. And this
algebra and, trtgonometry," and that
'
is clearly not acceptable.
"in general, a lot of studeqts_heed
The "factou" does contain within
remedial work." I have no qualms about
its structure what Balomenos refers
that in and of itself, but must the term
to as a "built-in support system." It
"remedial" (concerned with the cor- consists of: tutorials (informal help
rection of faulty study habits and the
sessions with mathematic graduate
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By Alan Adelman
raising of a pupil's general competence)
be strung around the ·neck of those who
do~'t instamaneously whip out a good
score on a one-page sampling of math
problems, straight off three months
of summer rio less.
It's good that legitimate concern for
the lesser-prepared pupils is being
programmed into the support system.
But one must question to what extent
the added help can, or wants to cater
to each of the hundreds of failing
stu_d ents. (Approximately 25 % flat out
fail according to Balomenos. The math ,
board would not give exact statistics.)
Referring to MaC, "It's too systematical," says freshman calculus survivor
Tom Emanuel. "The·advisors were just
'sort of running 1he room. They don't
give the impression they want to
,
_.
actively help you."
Balomenos believes that two fundamental problems cause UNH students to struggle throught the uniqu,e
calculus program: One, inadequate high
·s_c hool preparation. And Two, some-· .
thing beyond math in specific, but study
skills ln general. "Students just don't
put in enough . time studying and
thinking a,bout the materi<!-1," says
Balomenos. "Two hours a day is enough
(u_nder normal five day college work
week conditions). But with this Thursday party night here at UNH it makesfor a four -day ·week. Friday classes are
very difficult under these conditions." · So the dilemna continues. Students
generally look upon th·is program as
nothing more than a pain iri the ass
weed-out course. While, on the othe.r
side of the fence, teachers and administration involved look at it as a fine
opportunity for those students compelled to take advantage and truly
master beginning calculus.
The result: many students fail while
the chosen few excell and continue up
the ladder. But, as Mr. Balomenos
explains reciting an old Greek saying,
"There is no royal road to learning in
mathematics."
· Alan Adelman is a columnist for-The New
Hampshi~e.
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SAUL O SIDORE LECTU RE _SERIES
Spiritua l Values and ~ociety
presents

M. SCOTT PECK. M.D.
\ationally re,cngnited aut !11·,rity
ogy iu part icu Jar.

011

t_he relatiomhi p between n . Ji,gion and- science, and the scie~ce of psychol-

l Values and Spi.ritual
Dr . Peck's boob. The Road Less Traveled: A New _Psycliology nf Love, Traditiona
of New Hampshire
University
the
at
available
are
Make':'
I
Cal!
Return
Growr-h, Pt:ople oft.he Lie_, and What
Book::-tore. Dr. Peck will autograph b<!oks after the ~vening address.

2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. Sexualit y and SpiritQa lity: Kissing Cousins .

The intimate
public eager
a
for
elabora.t.ed
is
mystics,
the
to
known
well
so
,
relatic,n~hi r between sexual,ity an<l spirit-uality
fort.he prudish. By the vast
for the knc,w lulge. While this talk is not. designed to _be titilating, it is also not
healing . Granite State.Room ,
majority of its li::te11ers , how ever, it is experience d a::: being ·both exciting and
·
\11:'mc.,rial l'lliou Building.

between
4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. ( Informa l Seminar . A presentatio n for and dialogue

health professiona ls, social
Dr. Peck and members -of t.he he-a ling profession s-therapist s, counselors, clergy,
, in Stot.t Peck and his work.
workers - and others with a particular interest rn psychology and spirituality
Re,;ervat.ion::: request,e d 862-1020. Forum Room, Diamond Library (Floor C).

8:00 p.m.- 10:00 p.m.. Christia n Psychol ogy and the Arms Race.

A radical
not. only tota!ly incompatib le
being
as
envisioned
is
it
which
in·
race,
arms
the
to
regard
in
taken
if
ion
posit
The issue of nuclear war
with Christian doctrine and practice, but also from ·a psychiatric standpoint "sick".
insights which can be gained
is <lea.It with in the larger perspect,iv~ of war in general, liuman nature and the
on the other. The talk
from ·a11cie11t religious t.ea.chings on tl)e one hand, and 1nodern p:::ychiatric insights
t.o at least· consider unilateral
i:- desig1wd tu foret"'· the audit•H<'f' uut of its s.eJ_1se of helplessues:- aud ' t.o begin
Memorial.U nion 'Building.
di:a;1rn1a11wnt a:- bei11g uot c,nly conceivable , but feasible. Granit.e St.ate Roorii,

Tuesday, May 6. 1986
Lecture is free and open to the public
. Dr. Peck will autograp h books after the ev~ning address.
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MusiC Fest bring s folk to UNH

KITCHEN

By Jennifer Hightower
If you' re tired of the usual provide grounds for interaction · steen and Jonathan Edwards as
barrage of reggae, hardcore, and between traditional and non- a solo artist. He has also retop-40 music UNH is a~cus- ,traditional student~, faculty, and corded a solo album -Tracks on
tomed to, then maybe this •' their families.
·
which other members of Night
Sunday's UNH Music Fest will
Seven groups will appear on Kitchen appeared. . .
provide a good change of pace. Sunday with Night Kitchen
Putnam, the lead guitar playThe festival held from noon to being the main attraction. Tbe er, owns Sound Potent.i-al_Studio
5:30 PM on the.East/West lawn five-member Night Kitchen is in·New London, NH which he
of the MUB, will treat us to a .country-rock group featuring designed and built himself. He
s_o me of the .best folk music the Click Horning, Gerry Putnam, _ was the producer and engineer
area has to offer.
Dave Doran, Dana Flewelling, on Horning'. s all:iuni Tracks.
· The festival was designed to and Dinty Child.
Bass player Doran has played
offer a relaxing alternative to
Night kitchen is descri_bed as - everything from country and
the .typical UNH music event. · "striking the proper balance of jazz to new wave. ~e says his
Martha Kennedy, director of the discipline and abandon," by Jim claim to fame is that he is the
Niche Coffee- house, a sponsor Sullivan, special to The Globe.
only living human being whose
· of the event, said we haven't had
The members of Night Kit- idol is Spiro Agnew.He also s~ys
any folk groups at UNH since chen are veteran musicians. he is kidding.
last year. She said she is also Lead singer Horning has opened
Flewelling is on drums. He
, hoping that the music fest will for acts such as Bruce Spring- was an original member of
I
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Great Legs with Doran and
which Putnam played lead guitar for.
,
Child, a jack-of-all-trad es,
plays r,h ythm guitar, mandolin,
keyboards, and backing vocals.
He played extensively with
Boston-based bands and met
Horning in a bar.
Also appearring at the UNH
Music-Fest will be Cozy Sheridan and Ryan Thompson, Robert Allwarden, Susie Burke,
W~ndy Schwer and Brazilian
Beat, and Tom Pirozzoli. '
Opening the festival at 12:00
will be Sheridan and Thompson
(Captain Fiddle) with a ·g uitar
and fiddie duo. ·
·
Allwarden, a former UNH
student, usually plays in a folk
duo called Indian Summer but
will appear solo at UNH. He
has appearred at the Niche
Coffeehouse (in Devine Hall),
The Catnip Pub, and the Folkway in Peterboro, amongst
others.
· Burke, another local performer, basically plays traditional folk and women's . music,
according to Kennedy.- She too,
_has played at the Folkway, also
app.earring at the Press Room
in Portsmouth, and _solo .at th~

Stone Church in Newmarket.
Wendy Schwer and the Braz- .
ilia[). Beat will lend a "great
international flair," said
Kennedy. The trio plays Brazi_lian style music. They have
appearred at the True Blue Cafe
in Portsmouth.
Also performing will be Pirozzoli from Sunapee, NH. The
'contemporary' folk singer and
song writer has performed for
. ten or fifteen years, said
Kennedy. He has appearred in
- such local hotspots as the Niche,
the Catnip 'Pub, the Codfish in
Portsmouth, and Horsefeathers
in Dover.
· All of these performers will
appear at The UNH _Music-Fest
being presented by the Niche
Coffeeho·u se, and will be also _
-be funded by the Student Activities Office and Programming
Fund Organization (PFO)', said
Kennedy.
Concession booths w__ill sell
refreshments and t-shirts and
groups such as Kool-Aid and
People for· a Free South Africa
(PFSA) will have informatiQn
stands.

stud ent art exhib its diversitr1

Haden, drummer extraordmaire
.
,
c c o L E M A N :Jack De] onnette, and second
drummer, Ornette's son, DeE~~4~,:~'!{,~~1f~"Z;:"",:~~~,,\J"r':J"''"'-,1{"~.'nartldColerii.ari'.: ' °""'%""-" -=.. ~,
- · • • ··
· ·
r. • ·_ _ .- .
The album was, recorded live
E N
in
the studio during December
b .H .A O
of last year anq contaifls no
overdubs. What yow hear on th~
T 'L
vinyl is ·what ~ent on in the
studio.
-r.
"This music;" to quote Metheny, "is very fre·e, but burnPat Metheny/Ornette Cole- ·
irig." It- is easily the most
man
experimen-tal work; of the 31Song X
year-old guita-rist's career'. The Geffen Records
only cons \ant from any of Metheny's earlier works is the
By Arthur Li~ie - ·
trademark tee-shirt he is never
-"It's definitely- _s omething •seen without.
different, and I'm ~ure it will
Side one opens with the title
mess with a few heads along the . song, a kind of 'hardcore-meets way,'' says Pat Metqeny of Song modern .jazz' departure from
- X, his collaboration with jazz reality. The madcap antics· are
legend Ornette: Coleman. ·
charcterized by intense speed,
_Metheny is right on target . formless improvisation, and
with that statement, the album ,wailing solo segmen_ts. Espeis quite a surpris:e. The usual cially notable are some of Colesweet harmonies and rkh tex- _ man's wild sax cries.
tures .which one has come to
. ·~Mob Job" is an i_n genious
expect from Metheny have beeri sax:ophone/ guitar sythesizer
replaced by .a mostly dissonant duet. It contaifls snatches of the
blaze of seemingly unorganized - mellower type of guitar work
Art exhibit in the Gran-it~ State room of the MUB gives . a_glimpse of our talented local ·artists.
-noise: This departure _is due, of on-_which Metheny s,parkles . . (Cindy_Rteh
photo)
-course~ _to Coleman and h.is · Coleman also manages to squeek . magic arrangemen~s.
out some· crazy finger work on ._ -By Tiffany Lewis
.
.
_ Achievement were given for a
Although the LP has been ~he violin:_ ,
·
Macabre to mod_ern, weaving · Department _profe-ssors and by- wide array of styles including
- ·issued on Metheny' s new label . · "-E ndangered Species"_sounds to watercolor, -it could be found money _pooled from the artists' · d·r awing (Peter
Crocker), draw(Geffen) under the guise of his like ~uch of the drug-crazed at the Student Art Show in the entry fe~ ~ere presented.
ing and/ or painting in humanew production company (Me- . jazz of the fifties. The thirteen Granite State Room ofthe-MUB
· The Best of Show award was nistic tradition (Robert Porter),
the.ny Group Productions), the and a half minute epic has the this week. The show; which is p~es~nted to Paul _Po_llaro for inventive painting
rec01:d is actually a showq:~e for feel of a barroom brawl. There organized each spring by the his 011 9n can':as pamtu:1g called Booth), displaying (George W.
mastery and
the revolutinary alto saxopho- does not seem to be any discern:.. Student Art Association, pro-· St. Dorothy m Parad,se. The empathy for
human figure
nist Coleman, a pioneer of "free ible reoccuring melodies vides an open forum for the Second Best of _the S?ow was -(Sandy Curtis),
and lastly, the
jazz." .
amoung the rubble, but there display of aH types of student awarded ~o Janice Wils~n for Sigmund Abeles award for
Metheny has always had a is an appealing drum duet and art.
h_er tree-like repres~~ta-t10n of achievement i_n sculptµre was
fond place in his heart for . an innovative depth charge
All st udents at .UNH are fibre called Indeusrnn. The presented to Matthew Greer for
Coleman. A year and a half ago · noise from Metheny's synth. allowed to submit their art for Color Award was presented to his intricate
aluminum wire
at a Orpheum Theater in Bos- · People whose only jazz outlet display in the show, but not all Heidi Illingwor(h, while the sculpture
of a man entitled
top.~ Metheny and his band is Metheny- type wo_rk might are shown. The works were Paintin_g awa~d was given
to Adam.
·
performed a piece-called "To . have a very har_d time ·adjU:sting · judged by New Ha~pshire James Elder. T~e ~inifred _
The Student Art Sho'Y 'again
Orn.e tte Coleman." .U nfortu,- to this -barrage of noise, . ·.
-artists] a mes Aponovich ·--a nd' Shaw _Purch.a se Prize · was succeeded in prqviding a: place
na.tely;_as inight happe'. n·with
.Side ' two opens with ''Video Qllint-Rose and the be~t were- aw~rded to ~.na Bolks .for heL f9r the.public to view superior
t_his '·album, rnaqy diehard ·M e-, ·
' displayed=
·
colored etchrng, Apples and student ar,twork, as well as a
:.theny farts winced at the bh1rjng,_, ·
And: to those a.r t_ists judged Grapes; . .
.
myriad of
; ·wpile
~-,, - see-wingly disoigi:inized; tribute. : - -.. Song X,;
16 _· . to ·'be ~he .best, awards 'Of books . 'Many/·~ •~gmQ 1,1d Abe_k _s also givif).gartistic.styles.
stud~nts a. place-in
... The band, which-does- _n ot
_ .-.,
,-.a:nd,,4ioney, 'pfov_ided by A'rt Aw-ards f.o .r .Ou~stan-d ui g which wdisplay their t~lent_s. ·
I
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Rocky HoTro r PiCture Show still a gas
.

'
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By Marc C~rroll
"Don't worry,.we. won't tell . hiqden.,.Don't you thi-nk -we'r~
a bit obv.ious.?" I said nothing
anybody you're a virgin."
about the pregnant man.
·
· "What?"
"Don't worry about it."
"A virgin. Anybody who goes
Inside the Strand after w~itto the Rocky" H _o rror Picture
Show for _the first time is ~. · ing in the cold ( the movie
started at midnight) the guy in
virgin."
"So why would anyone care _ front of us was asked to open
his coat. H(s squirt_gun was
if I was a virgin or not?"
. "If the others kne.w, they'd confiscated. The pregnant man
passed.
pick qn ·you.·",
When the movie began, peo~
Give me a break, I thought.
Much to do about nothing. I'd ple sang along with a pair of
heard about the showing of the · moving lips on the_scre.en. A
movie in Boston where they rather animated fat man in front
hired actors to perform the story wearing a black dress, fishne·t
on a stage while the. movie was stockings anµ a wig l:>ounced his
being shown. It ·sounded inter- way through it. ·
After the titles w~re over and
es ting. l had three rolls of toiliet
paper, a deck 6f cards, a plastic Susan Sarandon .and Barry Bostbaggie full of rice, and toast aQd wick came on playing the title
crumbs stuffed in my jacket. I'd · ·roles of Janet and Brad, I realized
been told to wear clothes 1I . that I would not hear .m uch of
v ouldn't mind gett'in·g dirty . ' 'the dialogue throughout th:€
rriovie, .and I would have only
·
Wonderful.
"You can always tell who the a vague frlea of what was going
virgins are· because they don't on.
Whenever Janet or B.rad
know what to say, and they get
spoke the audience rep,lied with
carried away with the props." '
words too suggestive to pass by
·
"Oh."
"Don't worry, we'll walk you The New Hampshire editor.
Suffice it to say that these words
through it."
My friends were also were not meant to be comple·
·
equipped with Picture Sho.w - mentary
·Whe.n the wedding.scene was
gear. . One had newspaper
stuffed in her socks, another a .. over the audience threw rice and
two liter bottle full of water others · shot their squirtguns,
under his shirt making him look much to my non-virginal
pregnant, and still a.n other with · friends' dismay; "It isn't rain~ng
cups for throwing the water (we yet!" _We pelted the rows beh11?-d
us w!t~ a few cups of water rn
had no squirt gun).
_
...
"The sign says they'll,. check retahat1~~Some punk members of the
to see if we have anything

~

'

'

.

.
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Things turn from weird to
weirder until eventually eve ryone is dressed in corsets,
garters and stockings~ It's an
interesting movie to say the
· least.

1

At any rate the movie is ft!n;
an experience worth having. But
don't forget your props: toast
.
for the toast, newspaper for the
· Members of the bizarre entourage of The Rocky Horror
rain, water for the fun, rice for
, the wedding, noisemakers for
Picture Show. (20th C~ntury Fow photo)
'
the party, and toilet pape·r for
- audience got up on the stage to super-huge, super-abrasive kind when they say, "Great Scott!"
lead everyone in singing the found in most college dorms.
But most importantly wear
words; which they did not kno~.
When Janet and Brad get out clothes that can get dirty and
. They were pelted with toast; _ of the car in the middle of a rain nasty. You probably won't want
water, and toilet paper- the . storm, you' re s~peosed to break to wear them for a whjle.

The music is an unclever mix
of roots rock ·and ·roll and that
· down home country drawl that
is becoming menacingly prevalent in musiclately. Ah, it's the
stuffMiller ads are made of.
But that shouldn't be the
point. Despite a respectfully
adequate production job by T.,.
Bone Burnett, this music leaves
a suspicious, insincere taste in
one's mouth . Although the
" band's history dates back to even
the earliest days of Robert
BoDeans
Tepper's band, the "thrown ·
Love & Hope & Sex & Dreams
together" feel still lingers about.
Nothing on Love & ... matches
Slash Records
the energy presented by such
By Ric Dube ·
"peers" as Lone Justice,
"BoDeans" is the supposed stylistic
Ryders, or The DelLong
The
family rn:rme, similar to "Rathe mood
mones," but that's about all' Lords.-And although
song
superior
the
similar,
is
BoDeans have in common with
Cougar Mellansuch an energetic band as The ~ writing of John
or the late sixties country
Ramones. Their debut is Love camp
style of Bob Dylan is not echoed.
& Hope & Sex & Dreams, which
is a pretty -ambitious title when
you consider the images which
these abstracts usually manage
With all of the shortco~ings,
to conjure up in the mind. some songs, albeit painfully
BoDeans are by no means· a bad normal, are commendably
band, they just don't attack and catchy. "Angels" rocks, "Say You
captqre the listener's attention Will" rolls, but "Lookin' For
nearly as well as so many of the Me Somewhere" lays down 0n
other bands in the world.
the floor and pathetically flops
(acoustic
BoDean
Sammy
like a fish waitiq.g for
around
way
own
their
go
~ill
performer
for the present time. Although guitar, vocals) has an adequate the deep fre_eze. .
-they are open for future collab- voice, representative of his
orations, Coleman will undoubt- music, but a mite too typical.
Bo:Oeans have chosen a friend,. .
·ly go back to performing with Beau BoDean (electric guitar,
his group Prime Time and vocals) posesses a shrill whine ly style to pursue, with brilliant· Metheny and his group will hav~ that approaches the unlistena- ly respectable footsteps to folan album out late this year .vvith ble. Backround vocals are fully low. Thjs is just , not their
a tour to follow. As of now, it accentuate_d by his prescence, moment to shine. Perhaps an
. is unknown whether or not this but the att~mpts at-singing lead accelerated tempo, rawer-provocals are as dismally unsuccess- ductio_n (sorry T-), and more
group will bring this album
ful · as a Russian nuclear power mature songwriting--wi'll help
the road.
plarit.
them reap more bountiful crops.

writes all the Monkeys material. is even more evident in the
His voice glides . over br,;1ve following number, '.'J Backed
·
brass, slinky strings, and the A Winner(In You). ·
Effordess soul, · "Digging
driving drums of Tony Kiley.
The' Docwr and his cohorts Your Scene," with its light and ·
have been opera.t ing on the pop airy harmonies, stirring strings,
· body, excising bits and pieces and thudding drums, sticks in
of reggae, jazz, and soul. Their a groove; the kind of song you
second album, Animal Magic, find yourself humming in the
finds them moving ~towards oddest places: The song typifies
soul, spreading·it over a rhythm The Blow Monkey sound on
and blues base.Th~ production Animal Magic.
· However, the funky '.'Forbidhas been beefed up, Neville
l:fenry' s sexy sax working with den Fruit," also the narpe of
The Blow Monkeys
the funky bass of Mick Anker their previous six-song EP, is
Animal Magic
· to give this album ~ fuller, more representative of the
RCA/Ariola_ Ltd.
richer, more textur.e d sound Monkeys, finding them between
than their first, Limping in a the brashness of Limping and
By Andrea Holbrook
_
the more polished, but equally
The Blow Monkeys' name and Generation.
. Ariimal Magic. ·is a, collection passionate · style o~ Animal
.emblem, that of monkey scratching himself, does not match · of superb :mellow dance tunes Magic. The horns are bold and
their musical sensibilities. One With depth . The lyrics are brassy; the guitar mystical, and
of a number of musically com- sophisticated and witty with a . strings weave in and out; creatpelling .bands, like Gene Loves °:i~e melodic background. The · ing multiple layers of sound.
The Blow Monkeys can not
Jezebel and The Cocteau Twins, tttle track has Dr. Robert sinto emerge from Britian recently, cerely crooning about "black be tamed into accepting one
The Blow Monkeys have ,fairy tales" and sadism over style of music. It is just as well,
blended jazz and reggae ele- fluctuating tempos and dervish their refusal tobe pidgeon-holed
·
·
makes Animal Magic aurally
ments into their own brand of drums.
The honky-tonk country fla- captivating and one of the best
blue-eyed soul.
Their guiding force, Dr. Ro- vor of "Burn The Rich" finds albums to be released so far ·this
bert (aka Robert Howard), is Dr. Robert sounding like Elvis year..
lead vocalist, guitarist, and Presley. The Presley influence
~ - ~ -- - - -- - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - l
most reflect Metheny's previous
work. They are both quiet,
consonant numbers which are
as pleasing as "The Fields, The
Sky" or "Farmer's· Trust" from
.
Pat's group work.
· "Song X Duo" and "Long
· Time No See" are rather boring
and sound quite si_milar. They
provide a disappointing ending
· to an entertaining album. ·
After accomplishing the goal
of messing up a few heads, each

Song X,
. continued from •page 15
. Games," a song which often
.sounds like video games and in
. places is just as obnoxious. How
does Coleman wrench such
bizarre sounds from the saxophone? If this song were a sport,
it would be auto racing.
. "Trigonometry" and "Kathelin Gray" are th_e tracks which

out your newspaper and put it
over your head to shield yourself
from the squirt guns. When
several pebple prematurely
squirted us friends yeJled, "It
doesn't rain in cars!"
.We were greeted with, "Convertible!" and doused with beer.
A wa-r ensued.
Brad and Janet arrive in the
house and are greeted by the
maid (Magenta) and her lecherous brother Rif Raff. They take
Bra~ and Janet, eventually, to
Dr. Frank N. Furter, a "sweet
transvestite," played by Tim
Curry, who strips them to their
underwear and invites them to
see the floor show. And what
would the floor show be but the
unveiling of Dr. Frank's newest
creation, a blonde and muscled
man named R?cky.

on
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•MAG AZINE (continued from page 3)
said Warner Jone~, SAFC chaiperson. "It would be good to have
a campus magazine."
He feels that a ipagazine
would pull in more people since
it offers more freedom to the
writer.
Jcihes added that it is not
automatic that the concept will
be passed. "I will really have
to see ·w hat they (Student Press)
will say in SAFC. As long as they
are prepared I don't think they
will h_ave any problems."
. "I like the idea," said Jason
Smith, a junim hotel adminis~ ..
tration majo.r. "Magazines are
a little more classy than newspapers and the newspaper print
doesn't get,all over your ha:nds."

Wha t isa
conc ept?
By Jon Kinson
In order to . publish a new
magazine on campus, the Student Press -must hand to the
Student Activities Fee Council
(SAFC) and the Student Senate,
a new concept ~which will be
discussed· and voted on.
Each student organizatio n
that is. a member of SAFC must
do the same each year.
_For the price of a good turntable, now you can own a compact disc play;r. Just a few

years ago, most compact disc players cost over $1,, 000. But now you can buy a high-quality
CD player from FIsh~r for under $200! It uses miniature grqove-less discs that are digitally
enc.oded with music. Instead of a conventional phonograph needle the Fisher uses a laser
- pickup to read the music without phys(cal contact.
the discs.esse'ntially never wear out.
And the sound quality is far better than records.
.

Accordi.n g to .MUSO Presi- .
dent Ron Spicer, a concept
illustrates and defines whar the
organization stands for. :"If a
student was to walk i.nto a
particular student organization
amf ask why it exists, they could
pull out their concept and read
a couple of paragraphs to hi~
that explains why the organization exists and its functions .
and standards for what it wants
to accomplish."

.- s·1,,

So

Jim Griffith, SAFO business
manager, uses the difference
between MUSO and SCOPE to
define concepts. SCOPE provides popular entertainme nt
and MUSO provides alternative
entertainmen t. SCOPE's shows
should be sold out, while MUSO's reach a smaller and more
pa{ticular audience. The concepts of both explain the di-fference and the audience that
they are trying to ~each.

This ~non CD P\;!Yer lets you rearrange songs in any order you want. The Denon
· OCD-1000 compact disc player allows you to program up to nine songs to play in any order ' ·
you like. Or you can program a favorite cut to play twice-once at the beginning of the
sequence, and ohce at the end. The DCD-1000 alse features a super-linear digital-to-analog
converter -for highly accurate playback. And it's already gotten some_great reviews- including •
quite a fev-t from ou~ 5qles people. A great CD player at a great price.

The New Hampshire has not
changed its concept in a long
time since;there has been no
change in its goal or operating
procedure. "There has·' been no
radical change in the organization. We want- to provide the
campus with as complete coverage of news as possible," said
David Olson, editor-in- chief
of the ~ewspaper. .
.

9

$319

W~r-ner Jones, SAFC chair- person; _sajcl that co~cepts are
guidelines for the smdent organizations. "They are not too
resfrictiv·e, but they keep people
in.line."
·

r

• ,/.

·Mall of New-Hampshire
Manchester 627-4600 ·

• 520 Amherst St.
·Ncashua 880-7300

YAMAHA.

-

·==::=:;,[,,,,:t=,:tt)f

-~ · -'·

•

,$369

ir:+1►

frfimtJ fike

DENON

·

. .

. More of our customers choose the Ytmaha CD-3 than ~ny other CD pla~r. That's .
because the CD-3 has all the features-arj;j performance most peqple want-·at a.price .
they can afford. It features a 2X samplin~ rate' and ·a three-beam laser pickup-for extremely
accurate digital-to-analog conversion. It's completely programmable either at the U.Ait or
via the random access wireless rer:note control. You can't go wrong with the Yamaha CD-3!

[B FIS," ER.

,e
. Fox Run Mall
Newington 431-9700
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• PROFESSORS
(continued from page 1)

_by·Jirt1 ·Davis
1 REMf.;N\8E.R MOW MUCH

(co~tihued from page 6)
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SHOE

at the University of Victoria,
British Columbia, an California
State.University at Hayward.
·Brockelman and Kennard will
. be awarded at UNH's Honor's
Convocation, Saturday, May 4,
at 2 .p.m ., at the UNH Field
House.

-By JEFF MacNELLY

"There are people wh,o wer- ·
en't even beginners, who come ·
away past expert by New Hampshire standards. Part of the fun
is being in a group," said Anderson. "When skiing with other
people you have a tendency of
trying more."
There is also faculty-student
interaction .."By skiing rngether,
eating, and drinking together
you lose your fear of the 'professor image' and get to know
them as friends," said Anderson.
"The best part of the expe rience on the surface was the
skiing, but it is the culture you
remember," said Anderson.
"You get to practice German
and it is funny to see 'Dynasty'
in German," he added. ·
\•
"One of the assets is that it ·
is far away and the people are
not in a hurry .to make a buck;
more relaxed. You could see that
in the way they close the store
for two hours for lunch," said ·
Anderson. "People are content
to stay in one place."
According to -Anderson, Austrian culture is different from .
American culture. The biggest
disparity was in food prepara.,.
tion . Austrains also wear traditional clothing·, Anderson said.
"If you'r·e -on a hamburger
diet,_forget it. Every dinner is
,." a five course meal," said And- l
erson. He described breakfast
buffets that included fruit and
. variety of cheeses, but for Professor Pfanher it is tqe pastries ·
that are most_memorable.
Though the trip will be in
· January, the Christmas holiday ·
celebrations will still be taking
place. According to Anderson,
one celebration resembles Halloween. The children dress up
like the three wise men and sing
door-ro.:.door in exchange for
small gifts.
The tour will conclude with
a day of sightseeing in Munich.
While there Pfanner 's group
will visit the most famous beer
hall in the world, the Hotbrauhaus. Pfanner said a band is
always playing live and the
smallest beer is a liter draft, "the
normal beer there." ·
·
The total cost of the trip is
$1,259, including traveling and
. hotel expenses for 15 days, as
well as all breakfasts and
dinners . Because this is taken
care of in advan<::e "you devote
your time to fun and not worry
about expenses," said Anderson.
· . , Interested persons [nay contact Professor Pfanner at 8623532 or 868-2737.
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· MY LIFE IS OVER!!
J for got to order .·
a GRANITE!!

-

·Granite Going GoingGone ...
Gotta· G,e t A ·Granite ·N ow!! ·
- :,n

.,
I:..._

~--{~~

1

~

.

-·i

-"I·.~

· XX:·-·

· ,~~XXX .ONL Y $5 XXX

· i Mail order form to ·Room 125 MUB

· CheCks made out to The Granite

r~~-~-------~--~~---~~-~------~------~-----~-----------~--~, .
I

. SS#:

·Name:
Class:

./
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. I.

j

I
. II .
I
I
I
I
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.I
I .
I
I
I

· ~ampus Address:

._

.

.

Phoi:ie: .

. . ··

!

l--------~------~-----------------------~---~---------~----J
. *Rec~iPts will be mailed to y,ou
I

Please enclose payment with order

~ 1986 GRANITE DISTRIBUTED IN OCTOBER 1986
.

'
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Roorris tor rent in private residence in
Durham-Males only-available 1986-87
academic year-Call 868-2421 9 a.m. to
8 p.m. Ask for Mrs. Chase. Summer rentals
also available.
2 female summer sublets needed to
complete a 4 person apartment, Durham,
. Red Towers . Rent $160 /month/ person
o.r negotiable. 2 bedrooms, furnished (if
wanted), livingroom, kitchen, b;Jth. If
interested call Kim and Aileen. 868-1857.
PR,IVACY & COMFORT in exchange for
rent and part-time baby-sitting. One bedroom apt. in private home. Available
.summer/fall. Friendly, quiet neighborhood.
_7 W Concord St. Dover. $225/mo. plus
utilit_ies. Call Leo or Pam 7 49-0673.
Summer Rentar - W / Fall option - June 1- Aug 31. 4_Bedrooms, living room, kitchen, '
and bath - Spacious duplex. Centrally
located in Dover, On- K-Van route. ·
$400/month for summer. Call 742-4962

Summer Sublet: Anxiously looking for 4
persons to sublet house in Durham (Davis
Court). Rent $155/mo. and utilities (negotiable!!) Prefer nonsmokers. 3 bedrooms,
furnished, Sublet June-September. Please
call 868-5350. Ask for Cheryl or S_uzy. We'd
love to hear from you.
1 to 2 bedroom apartemnt in beautiful
Victorian Duplex in Strafford, NH near Bow
Lake. 20 minute commute to Durham. $475
plus utilities. Faculty, staff -or graqs.
preferred. Available -Sept. 1. 664-9547

Please call for more info at 868-9637 and
ask for Gave.
Summer Sublet 5/26-8/31. 2 BR apt., 1
space iri double rm. Fully furnish, WW
carpeting: off-street paring, non-smoking
FEMALES only. All utilities paid by landlord.
Rent negotiable. Call ·868-2783

rooms, off street parking, great location, · 1
!.
total rent $490/month. Call 868-9928 after·
Beauti_ful summer sublet in the heart of
Dover. 3 Bedrooms, kitchen, living room,
dining room, full bath. Hardwood floors,
newly rennovated Victorian duplex, offstreet parking on Kari-Van route. Call Carrie
or Christine at 749-2587. Very inexpensive!
SUBLETTERS: Am you planning to spend
a fuh filled summer in Durham? Well it ca,n
be even more fun if you spend it with us.
We have an · adorable summer ·home
available, complete with spacious· rooms,
2 car garage, ·and yes-even a front porch
- All for a _Very reasonable price. Please
contact Dianna at 4227 or Jen at 4226 for
more information.
_ Summ~r Sublet available at the Coops.
Accomodates four people; comes with 2
bedrooms, large living room, and a spaceous kitchenette. ·Easy acces·s to campus,
and immediate Durham area. Contact Dan
at 868-9749 (room 308) or Ted at 868-9748
(room 203)
··- 1ntown Dover 4 bedroom, unfurnished,
offstreet parking. 5 blocks from Kari-Van
route, damage deposit required, school
year lease, $640/month. Pay -own utilities
- Cable TV service furnished - call 7 426831.

....

_

Durham - Furnished single rooms with bath
available for female students only. Available
for 1986~87 academic year. Private entrance. Ten minute walk from T-Hall. $900
per semester, including utilities. Call 8682217 after·4 p.m.
WANTED: Summer Sublet. 4 people to-rent
a whole house on Little Hale Road in
Durham (1.3 miles from T-Hall). Call Scott
at 868-.3340 anytime.
Summer Sublet 3 Bedroom apt in Dover.
Rent negotiable, does not include heat or
elect. On K-Van route. Newly reriovated,
laundry facilities available. Call Traci or
Michelle at 868-3005
O

·Summer Sublet: Woodman Ave. Apts. 2
singles available with adjoining kitchen
and bathroom. $175/mo. For more infora tion call Lynne (868-5995) or Cheryl
m_
(868-7535)
Three summer subletters needed tor large
cation next to CatnipDurham apt-great lo_
futnished. Rent $150/mo or bo per person.
Call Annie or Joan 868-6118 .
Durham summer sublet-single room in
newly renovated · house-maybe partly
furnished (waterbed) skylight-big living
room , dining room, kitchen, sundeck
presently being built, huge yard-rent
_negotiaole-mal.e or female. Please call Sam
868-6699 or Eric 868-5995
. 2 single rooms available in Dover. Sunny,
· spacious apartment for summer. Rent $125
per mor:1th with fall option. Large sun deck.
Cati Lisa or Connie 7 49-6439
Summer Sublet needed! One single room
tor rent-June 1. to August 1. Great location
for all your needs. Use of kitchen , dining
room, living.room. Cheap rent! If interested,
please call Jackie at 868-6437 nights, 4308599 days.
_Room.mate wanted for fall semester 1986.
1 bedroom apartment above Uni11ersity
Travel. Call Cheryl 4290.

Help Wanted

II_If

l,

------------Majors in Engineering; Forestry and related
fields for survey asst. in the Laconia area.
On the job training with state of the art
equipment in field and office. Qualified
persons will"be considered for full time after
graduation. Contact Steve Nix at White
L,and Co. Design Group, 524-1234 for an
appt.
Syracuse paint and wallcovering inte-rior I exterior painters and paper hangers
needed. Hourly and sub-contractors. Work
in Portsmouth, Hampton and Rye Bea.c h
area. Call after 6 p.m. Leave message. 431.
4669
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS: We hire early
for good summer paintE1rs. $5- 7 / hour.
Apprenticeship program-we'll train you,
College Pro Painters-the organized students, 1-800-346-4649.
Wanted-In exchange for room and board
for Fall '86, female student with experience
in dealing with handicapped people; to be
companion to 25 yr. old autistic girl. If
interested, please call 868-2863
Great summer job in retail. We are looking
for two energetic people to work flexible
hours, great company, good starting pay,
discount, merchandise prizes. Call today:
EIRE (Waterford), Rte 1, Kittery, ME 207439-6558
DO YOU WANT A GOOD SUMMER JOB
IN THE SUN? DOLLEG PRO PAINTERS
is STILL hiring but position are being filled
quickly. Call 1-800-346-4649 for an application. Do not let finals end without haVig,
a GOOD job lined up. Position available
in NH, MA, CONN, RI NJ, PA, NY. Call nowCollege Pro Painters 1-800-346-4649
WORK-STUDY STUDENTS: The TASk
Center is taking applications for Tutor/ Counselors to worl< 7 -10 hrs/ week durng 8687. Must be interested in -academics and
have a good GPA. You wil be trained. $3.75$4.50 an hour. Call 2-3698 or stop by
Richards House for an application by 5/ 15
WAi'iTED: Student (girl) to spend Saturdays
( 11 A.M . to 5 P.M.) with older (25) autistic
girl; $6.00/hr; only those with-experience
with handicapped need apply. Call 8682853
Summer Help Needed Grocery carriag~
maintanence company needs 2 people.
Mon-Fri (some long days) 30-40 hrs.
Welding experience helpful· but will train .
Pay negotiable 7 49-4630 Nancy
Wanted: Manager for PoJ..iular Sandwich
Shop at Hampton Beach. WSBE gradundergrad preferred . Must have management expr. 300.00 to 400.00 weekly. D.O.E.
and Bonus . June 1st to Sept.- 3rd. Send
resume to P 0. Box 226 Rye Beach, N.H.
03871
Work-Study People - Corrie work with
horses this summer' No experience necessaryr - $4 .15 'p er hour. Full an"d part - time. Call Sue Bruns UNH Horse Barn 8621171
ALASKA THIS SUM.MER!' Complete book ·
of summer employment is Alaska . FREE
INFORMATION . Call (603) 778-7492 fo
the most exciting summer of your life.

1981 Honda CX 500 Deluxe. Elcellenc
condition. V-Twin, Water-cooleq, shaft
drive. Only 8000 miles. Asking $995. 9645668

'7 4 Malibu classic tor sale. 4 new Goodyear
vector radials. All ne exhaust, $400 stereo
system, gas shocks, all new brakes, rotors,
$1 0-$360 weekly/ up mailing circulars!
fan belts etc. It's in excel_lent shape. Must
No quotas! Sincerely interested rush self. see. $1 .200. Call Andy at 868-3147 or 862addressed envelope: Success, PO Box
. 4526 and leave message.
470 CEG, Woodstock, 11160098
VW Bus 1975-Great running condition.
Perfect 'for camping or transporting big
CAMP COUNSELOR POSITIONS AVAILloads. 89 .000 miles. Dependable. $650.
ABLE - Camp Arcadia for girls, Casco,
679-5642
Maine: - June 23 .- ·August 17. Sports:

Summer Housing: centrally located on
campus in Durham. All rooms are furnished
Swimming, Canoeing, Sailing, Wind Surfing,
have been recently renovated, an are
available to both male and female studetns. · Hiking Trips, Hiding. Arts: Ceramincs, Arts
& Crafts, Gymnastics, Weaving, Dramatics,
Rent is $20/week/person for most rooms
Photography, Dance. Phone Vicki Secrest
with all utilities included. Vacancies are
available in single, double, triple or quad _ (215) 247-8508 or write Camp Arcadia,
occupancy. limited parkig is available. - New Vernon, New Jersey 07976

Summer Sublet with Fall option. 42 Garrison
Avenue (Garrison Apartments). 2 Bed-

· s p.rn.

Is this the summer job for you? Mornings
at the beach in Ogunquit, ME. Work
afternoon/evenings. Must like to work with
people. Possible accomodation for the right
person. Call 1 -800-446-1139 or 207 -6464524 (9-5)

Summer'Jobs _ Equipment operators and
Farm workers - work study preferred. Also
looking tor part-time help. Ralph ·O'dell,
Barton Hall 862-1025
North Hampt0n Recreation hiring 1 assistant director and 2 aides for Summer
Recreation Program: July 7th to August
1_5th; 8:30 am to 12:30 pm, Monday thru
Friday. Experience with recreatio_n or camp
groups helpful; First Aide a plus. Contact
Director: Jacquie Haight, Rye Elementary
School 436-4731 for job description, or
send resume with cover letter to: J. Haight,
87 Park Ave., Hampton, NH 03842. Interviewing will begin May 7.

Must sell; 1980 Toyota Tercel. 5 speeds,
runs excellent, rust proofed, new radiator,
brakes, exhaust system, shocks. NeeE.I to
sell soon. Asking ~1800 or bo. Carlos 8689808 daytime; 868-3088 eve. Leave phone
number and message.
Summer job commuting made easy in this
sporty 1980 Toyota Corolla Deluxe, 5
speed, 4-doo( metallic brown, st'ereo, new .
radials, brakes, battery, muffler, no rust,
·original owner, excellent mechanical and
_physical condition, must be seen. $2195
negotiable (617) 352-7355
1977 Datsun Pickup, runs great. $500 or
best offer. C 9 11 659-6275 nights or weekends.
Free cassette tape! Hear the speech of
Reverend A, Moltis on Protestantism, the
Right wing and Roman-communist worked
politics. Send stamped & addressed envelope to : Reverend Moltis, PO Box 3646,
Manchester NH 03105
1980 VW Rabbit-New radiator & engine
parts. Low mileage. Good maintenance . .
Asking $1000. Call 436-2724 evenings
7 49-9293 days
RESUME:: a fill-in-the-blanks form to write
your own. Quick, private and cheap! Send
$5 to SECRET ARY 13 Old Landing Road,
Durham, NH 03824
Summe~ Fun-1981 Wilderness Camping/Trave·I Trailer 19', reat bath, sleeps
6, 6 gal. hot water heater, thermostat control
heat, gas/electric refrigeration, gas
· stove/ oven . $5500. Phone: anytime 7 423276, ask for Jean or Al
1972 Volkswagon Bug . Good condition,
good-looking. rebuilt engine. elect(ic blue,
AM/ FM Cass. Have fun under the sun' $700
or B.b. call Jon 868-9838-or 862-1490.
Leave message. ·
Moto Guzzi-1975 850 Eldorado, Calif. Style,
police model. 15,200 miles. Used moderately. Excellent condition. Garaged. Front
di~c brakes, white bates fiberglass bags,
luggage carrier with passenger rest.
Windshield and two extn~ headlamps. 2,000
·
negotiable 859-4590. Evenings.
1975 AMC Hornet Station wagon, 8cylinder power, takes regular gas , wellmaintained and low odometer mileage.
Green with gold stripe. $600. _Call 47 4-2943
1,980 SUZU"KI GS 250 motorcycle, 2
cylinder streetbike, mE.3tallic red , showroom
condition, great for commuting, 70 mpg ,
$850 or B.Q. Call 868-7059
1981 Mercury LYNX Automobile, royal-blue
metallic, excellent condition, new tires ,.
good gas mileage, 71,000 miles, $1995,
call 8_68-7059
1980 Subaru, DL, fou·r door sedan, 83,000
miles, 5 speed, new exhaust system: $2100.
Call 772-2275

Contraceptive Services: Confidel')tial, highsitive staff.
quality care by trained and sen_
Sliaing fees for exams and· supplies. Call
for a_ppointme-nt. The Clinic Dover 7492346, Rochester 332-4249
Screen Printing & Embroidery T-Sh,irts,
caps, ·jackets, buttons, signs, mugs, pencils,
etc. Competitive whole sale prices. T SHIRTS PLUS-Fox Run Mall, 431-4355
DON'T MISS IT! Only 4-weeks until the
BIGGEST JUGGLING EVENT IN NEW
ENGLAND _a t the UNH Field House, Saturday May 10 from 1Oam to 1Opm. MARK
YOUR CALENDAR NOWI To find out more,
'drop' by the Juggling Club, Wednesday
Nights int he MUS

For Sale: Small refrigerator. Great for dorm
room! Excellent condition!! Will store it for
you over the summer. Call Judy 868-5557 _, Be a .BARTENDER. Prepare Jor a good
summer -job. Learn mixology.- It's easy and
Mountain Bike for sale. Brand new, still
fun our way. Call or write tor Free Brochure.
in store. Paid $250. First $200 takes it. Call
MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL, 84 Main
Jim 862-4581 room 722
St., Newmarket, NH 0385-7. 659-3718 ·
1981 Honda Accord 4 door sedan, 5 speed.
Have you been sexually or verbally haAM/FM cassette. recent exhaust brakes .
rassed either on campus or off? Campus
· and major· tune up. Well maintained. Silver
Voice Magazine is in the process of writing
with maroon interior. $2495. Call 659-2731 .
an article dealing with this issue . If you
80 Toyota Corolla Sport Coupe, 2 door are willing to speak confidentially with . an
hatchback, 5 speed standar.d, AM/FM four editor, please call'Catherine at 749-2587.
speaker SONY cassette. Engine and body · Anonymity, of course, is guaranteed.
well maintained. Must sell by semester's
K.O. Hey! Thanks for returning my phone
end $3000 or best offer. Call 868-9899,
call first.It was nice spending time with
ask for Kim or Steph.
you this past weekend. Have you fig\Jred
Convertible, 1980 Triumph TR7. 30th
anniversary edition, $3000 worth of documented work in last 6 months, runs
excellent, a fun, classy car. $3400 or bo.
Call 430-9278
'7 4 Malibu classic for sale. 4 new Goodyear
vector radials. AI_I ne exhaust, $400 stereo
system, gas shocks, all new brakes, rotors,
fan· belts etc. It's in -excellent shape. Must
see. $1.200. Call Andy at 868-3147 or 8624521;> and leave message.

VOLVO i 45 Wagon, automatic, 20 MPG,
4 new tires! recently painted, a'wesome
stereo s·ystem (Panasonic AM/ FM cassette
& 4 speakers) Replaced many, many,..parts
within last year - like a new car! $2500 or
best offer. 659-5740 ask for Suzy. P.S. it's
. 1,
dark green . ·
MOPED for sale - 1984 Blue Suzuki - riden
only one season - $350 or best offer - Call
749-5843 (leave phone# if I'm not in)
1978 Toyota Coro_f1a Wagon, 5 spe-ed
manual, AM/FM radio, well maintained by
one owner. 100,000 miles, but runs great.
$1800.00 or best offer. 868-1848 or 1797.
Bed for sale: $ealy mattress, box spring,
frame and brass headboard $25 or best
offer. 868-7 4 74
1979 Subaru Station Wagon.4WD Am/Fm
Cassette/Roof Rack and more!! $1099
742-6358
APPLE IIC COMPUTER, 128k Ram, Printer
Cable, IIC Monitor and stand, IIC User's
Guide, Technical reference, joystick, flight
simulator II, ProDos. Excellent condition.
$700 or best offer. Tel. 862-3684 Paul
LaBrie
SERVICES
$10-$360 Weekly/up mailing Circulars!
No quotas! Sincerely interested rush selfaddressed envelope: Success, PO Box
470CEG, Woodstock, Ill. 60098

_P_ersonals____,] ~
_ A.G .R l_ittle sisters. Congrats on your fine
performance fhis weE;k for repelling entropy, Have a great summer. Looking
forward to being your Rhomate Coordinator
next fall. Love, J.R.

out what' weird-good' means yet? Hey .. are
you for real? Thanks for being the special
·
person thatyou are .. Love, K!
T.SHIELOS--Hope you had a HAPPY
BIRTHDAY Wednesday. Youre' one year
closer to the novice rank now pal. Though
still _a rookie, you make me laugh. Stu,
Chuck, Charles, Horatio-by any other name
you're still sweet. Happy twentieth, sport.
Love always Jen _
Fidget-nice shirt! I could have sworn I had•
one myself. Thanks for the leftover brownies too. You had better make some more
for the PUPPY as he is going to need the
· consolation after I destroy him on ttie
court!!! CREA:rCHA
Kegs! At Kappa Sigma keg toss. WERZ will
be broadcasting li:ve from the KS front lawn
Sat. May 3rd. Come help the 'KS br'os.
benefit the United Way, Sponsored by
Budweiser, Pepsi and Domino's pizza
Free Kittens available in 3 to 4 weeks come
over and take a .look! Call 868-2070
To the Phi Mu/Sigma Nu Dartmouth
Crew .. Great weekend!!! 'Sha look out for
those bright colors! Marie, so l'T)any men
so little time! Heather, Robin & Jeanne
magnificent disappearing act! So Mary
how's Pete the Pres?! M .B. Princess of
Whales Tales. How's ihe cold Sherrie? Let's
go back soon!! Love Frazzled Hamster
To Miss Sin and Frazzled Hamster: Good
luck with your goals! We can do it! Mr. Bird
. Dear Head, Here's the personal you've
been_looking for.. .Love Cleave
Deb Lapin (alias Lapain)-Glad to hear your
goal is almost attained!' Here's to Party'N
Wild Thurs. pm at Tudor 317-318! See ya
there Dasv~danya (sp) Stark ' ·
CAPE COD . Three guys looking for 1 or
2 roomates (male or female) for the summer
in Falmouth. Furnished house w/glass
porch, sleeps 5. If interested, call 8689872-ask for Micro, Monte or Matt J.
· Cathy: Nice nightshirt..Roomate luv'd it.
How's Darren? Tracy: S'up? 98 f---ing
bucks for a jacket? You're nuts .. How's your ·
doggy? Good. Love you always! Your male
counter part. The Bunny
Dear Pheel, Thank you for the card. Dinner
sounds great, love t.isa Lisa
To whoever found my black prescription
Bolle sunglasses. Could you please call
again. My roomate torgot you name. Please
call Paul at 868-6346. Thanks

DON 'T MISS IT' Only 4 w~eks until the -·
Dearest Hot Fudge Sundae(MBC)(Mr.11
BIGGEST JUGGLING EVENT IN NEW
in my bookl), what can I say? I LOVE our
ENGLAND at the UN.H Field House, Sal-'
new friendship and at times you drive me.
urday May 10 f~om 1Oam to 1Opm. MARK
so crazy11 You've got all the time you need,
YOUR CALENDAR NOWI To find out more,
but just think how bland life would be without
'drop' by the Juggiing Club, Wednesday
risks. While I'm here let rrie wish you a
Nights int he MUB
HAPPY 19thl One more year. Life only gets
Do you like to toss kegs? Do you like to
·better. Love you always
watch other people toss kegs? Do you have
Join WET FUN, the sailboarding
good time just being around kegs? Well
· whether you do or not-come toss a keg _ store/school, for .an ex citing break this
da, we drive and trailor ·
~ year. You fly to Flori_
·at Kappa Sig Saturday, May 3rd .
your boardl Includes airfare, accommoSCUBA - Join WET FUN the scuba
dations, and transfers. Call WET FUN today
store / school in Portsmouth, for an exotic
430-8626
break this year. Our trip includes airfare,
Muso needs sec~rity people for Springfest
resort, boat and unlimit_e_d diving, meals,
'86. Stop by rm 148 in the MUB or call 862transfers, everything. Call WET FUN today.
1485
430-8626

a
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CLASSl·FIED:
GIBBS' AID WILL FEATURE SOME OF
ROCK'S HOTTEST LIVE ACTS-Boledog
and his Bodyguards, The Sensational Adam
Black, The Dave T.5, and the Kevin Harkins
70's Explosion Experience featuring Ronnie
Shackett and the Shackett Jacketts!
And he shouted out Bark .... Yeah! Sweet,
sweet. .. puppie. Love, the -keeper of the fluffll
John N.: I just wanted to let you know that
my software can'-t wait to be programm·ed
by your hardware this weekend. Your bytes
really power up my bits. Love your PC in
DC-Sue
THETA CHI LITTLE SISTERS: Thanks so
much for electing me. Chairperson (that's
president, you know Cara!) I'll do my best
to make Fall '86 a semester to remember.
Get psyched for th.e Cocktail party! (Hey
new Wave, when's your Cocktail Party?), LT
Kris, Karen & Cindy: You're my bestest
buddies. Sorry I got you girls all choked
up .last Thursday, but I meant every word
·I said; it really is "for life.", LT
To Dan "The Man" Heath, the cruiser, ,the
weight man and the aweson:ie pledge
trainer at Acacia: Let's not be able to go
to our pledg,e dances-together!! Feel better
soon-Jen

To Judy ancl_Chris of Hitchcock 3rd: Thanks
for the good times and surprise Domino's
pizza. It was a late night, but let's do it again.
Remember the "Glenn Song" The Composer
T.-O.C.-Cold Duck is fine as long as you
share the umbrella:no s·o cial etiquette
required. Thanks for a special weekend.
We definately chose the right world even
if I did drag you off the highway. Happy
two! Love, S. Mouchet
Scro! and _Jam: Abandon all hope.ye who
enter here. The adventures . have just
begun. ·Bartley_Tower and Bartles and
James-await our return now. it's your turn.
Maybe Howmage and Head can -join us
next time. We're ready when you are. Love,
Skip, Cleavage and sister Mary Elephant
Summer Sublet Available-are you living
in Dwr_~am this summe,r-1 We have a great
apartment for youl All utilities included,
right on Main St., 1 bedroom, 1 living rooom ,
, kitchen13tte and bath. We will negotiate
rent and furnishings. Call Anne 2:44?5 or
Diane (2-4180)
GIBBS AIOI GIBBS AID! GIBBS AID! _
Is once
again back!-An all-star benefit performance
picnic spectacular' All proceeds to "Save
the Children"-This Satorday May 3-Amps
explode at 1 p.m.
·
To the "Quad Dudes." Thanks for a great
weekend. Looking forward to working with
you next year. Mary
Molester: Can we talk? I miss you! We have
to make plans to get together-SOON! Are
you psyched to be my new rooinie at the
UAC? You betfer polish up on your "lemon
Chicken" because I remember what a great
cook you are. Take care and call me soon!
t'.ove Kristin
GIBBS AID will also showcase the fabulous
live singing talents of Julie Weeks , $tacey
Horn, Mark Heizlernna Jim Farah, formally
of "Chicago." Guest MC-the incomparable
Johnny "Y"-Plu$ countless surprise guests
and much, much morel
Do-Hope you are feeling better. Are you
having a massive overhaul, or what? Get
psyched for CC. Alw_a ys re.member our
good talks and call me in weak moments!
Love you-Kricker
Tired of dining at the dining halls? Rejuvinate your bodies after a hard weekend
at Benjamin's "All You Can Eat" Brunch.
Sundays 11 am-2pm only $5.95
G-IBBS AID WILL FEATURE SOME OF
ROCK'S HOTTEST LIVE ACTS-Boledog
and his Bodyguards.The Sensational.Adam
Black, The Dave T.5 , and the Kevin Harkins
70 's Explosion Experience featuring Ronnie
Shackett and the Shackett Jackettsl
DON'T MISS ITI Only 4 weeks until the
BIGGEST JUGGLING EVENT IN NEW
? ENGLAND at the UNH Field House, Saturday May 10 from 10am to 10pm. MARK
YOUR CALENDAR NOWI To find out more,
1drop ' by' the Juggling Club ,
Wednesday
Nights in the MUB
Hey, Isolation Tank man I Have you used
the Isolation Tank at the Franklin Fitness
Center lately?

GIBBS AID! GIBBS AID! GIBBS AIOI ls once
again back!-An all-star benefit performance
picnic spectacular! All pr-oceeds to "Save
the Children"-This Saturday May 3-Amps
exp!ode at 1p.m.
To: Th_e Department-For over a year I've
hidder;i the fact that penned an old poem
as a brutal attack. I thought that by writing
the things I can't say I might shock you
or shame you to ammend your ways. But
some just don't shock and t-he shameless
don't shame and _you see, Resi-Life, you've
done it again! In Williamson Hall, again,
of all places You've added a line to your
list of disgraces. So it's time you were
taught, step by step, what to do for if you
learned anything last year, you forgot what
you knew. But what is this lesson? You ask
me again. It's that some folks, not you, but
some folks have friends! Andwhen these
frie.nds are hurt or treated unkindly we react,
much as you do, by lashing out blindly. We
drink in the halls and shout out your names
for our frienc;ls were hurt and you are to
blame. But I've run out of_.rhymes and
patience with you so I'll leave you with one
final line I think's true: Perhaps in your
training you've _missed a short sermon that
mig.ht just have taught you that students
are human.
Caj, cheer up, things can only get better'
Just think about next year, we will have
a BLAST!! Love ya, your future roomie.
Student Body--We are the department that
controls your dorm.We're looking for R.A.'s
who want to confrom. You'll toil and slave
and do all our bidding. We'll say, "We're
a team," but who are we kidding. You're
, ours for a year to do as we please. You're
social life is over. Get down on your knees!
Now do as we say -and not as we do, for
we are in hiding and you are in view. We
want your opinions. Be honest and open .
But make · your views public and . our
contract is broken. Preach our good word
and don't make a fuss, cause though we're
nothing without yow, you're nothing to us.
So one final word we'd like you to- hear is
the motto we've chosen to follow this year:
Friendship and trust are for fairies _and fools.
Just do as you're told and enfore:e-all tt:le
r4les. ~--The Department
To the people who have been BLASTl~G
their music at 1 and 2 o'clock in the tnorning
in the LOWER QUAD, may a thousand fleas
· infest your armpits-Fairchild Hall.
UNH CREW TEAM- Good luck on Saturday
at the New England Championships. I hope
every boat(eights and fol'.lrs) comes in first
place. Think WIN, .WIN WIN!!!ll11! A fellow
croutcin.
LYENA- You!.and I have a lot of work to do
this weekend getting our papers done. It
should be lots of fun. Your roomie and fellow
typist (who does go to work). Just kidding.
See ya. Love Noreen.
·
KEITH- Behave yourself and take care in
Boston for your appointment. See ya Bye.
Love Noreen (coach).
MUSH, MUSH: Hope you're feeling better'
_Take plenty ot'aspirin and drink lots of oj.
I love you11 Liza
BARRY??
Billiam: Bewarer Always look over your
shoulder, you never know who wil·I be
there .. '. SPLASHII
Beth: get ready for mud mania' Yippee Yi

y 0 111

Joseph: Please smile. Everything._ will work
out. I· promise! Ice cubes? (Hee, oee)
Paul: I think you'll make a fine sports editor.
Even if you stay up until 7:30 a.m .11 But hey,
we have each other to lean on right? _Hope
to see you tonight! Your co-editor. P.S. Isn't
being sports managerfuri? Managing editor
is a b_lastl Lisa
·

Michele-Happy 20th Birthday! Rich
FREE OUTDOOR CONCERT!!! With the ,
DEL FUEGOS, LOOSE CABOOSE and
RANDOM FACTOR. MUSO Springfest, May
11 at 12 noon. At the lacrosse field (behind
the football field FREEII BroughMo you by
MUSO.
WHAT'S UP DOC? This Friday at 8 pm,
join Road Runner, Tweety, Elmer and
friends in the MUB PUB for the BUGS
BUNNY FESTIVAL!! Brought to you by the
Looney Tunes at MUSO. B'Dee, B'Dee,
B'Dee THAT'S ALL FOLKS!!
BG BOY~Thanks for the whips 'and "blueberry marshmallows" fast Saturday. Do you
lik_e mqzerella cheese? I love it! Alli you
guys are great! LOVE LEE LEE
.
Dear OJ: Girls in Fairchild confused! Narrow
the field. Lots of us have nice buns. Love,
Curious George
FREE OUTDOOR CONCERT!!! With the
DEL FUEGOS, LOOSE CA-BOOSE and
RANDOM FACTOR. MUSO Springfest, May11 at 12 noon. At the lacrosse field (behind
the football field FREE!! Brought to you by
MUSO.
Beansprout: What should we wear to our
trial/ We hve to win our case because I
look1'awful in black and white stripes! have
fun at the cocktail party tonight. I'll be
thinking about you wMen I'm at Oartmouth.
Well, maybe noH You can tell me all about
it Saturday. Love, Iguana
TO THE MAPLE LEAVES: Canada was.a
fine time indeed! We will never forget the
Brador, breakdancing, asbestos factories,
Mais.on, working class neighborhoods, long
lots, LaBatt's, moons, snappy pictures and
strip joints. The Wild Westerners. PS We'll
miss Louis, Guido, Lucy and Dusty. Hey
lawdy, lawdy O!
Lucky enough to stay in Durham this
summer? Keep in shape at the Franklin
Fitness Center. 99 days for only $98. Catch
thi speC'ial while it lasts.
WHAT'S UP DOC? This -Friday at 8 pm,
join Road Runner, Tweety, Elmer and
friends in the MUB PUB for the BUGS
BUNNY'.!FESTIVAL!I' Brought to··you by the
Looney Tunes at MUSO. B'Dee, B'Dee,
B'Dee THAT'S ALL FOLKS!'
Sarah, Lisa and Stacy-What's up with the
three film stars of Scott? Watch the video
again, not bad. Stop by and say "hi"
sometime. Your buddy.
HEY MOE-HEY MO,EI! Bet you never
thought you would get a personal. Happy
21st B-day. I see you have-grown a little
in the past year!! Last lab comin' up. Don't
·drink too much Schnapps and miss it when
you celebrate. G-lab pardners
BE A PART OF· THE UNH YEARBOOK
EXPERIENCE!! Paid position available for
the Senior Sections Coordinator for the
1987 Granite. Gain impressive resume
material by working for your yearbook :
Applications available outside room 125
in the_MUB. For more info, call 862-1599.
GET INVOLVED!I WORK FOR THE GRAN-

ITE. Paid position available for yearbook
office manager. Typing skills and some
·computer knowledge prefer~ed. For more
info, call The Granite at 862-1999. Applications available outside of room 125 in
MUB.
DAVE: IS IT TIME TO ORDER PIZZA
YET ... l'M HUNGRY!!' MARLA
Hi Thursty! 'SlJp? say uh, meet any sweet
girls lately? UMMMMMMMMMMM MM, I'm
almost done with work, see ya at 10:30,
when we'll dance under the moonlight and
do those other things. You're working the
sweet do. Love, that earner.a chick. ·
JAMES??? ·

Smitty and Stu-You EE's really ~now how
to show a couple of girls a good time' The
combat boots were stunnng with my pink
gowri. Sugarbush with rio brakes was hair
raising, but thank God for my handy, dandy
brake fluid six pack. (! had a kitchen sink
in he trunk). You were both tres tres chi·c
i11 your dress blues. Too bad Stu that no
one told you about the black stuff you had
on your front tooth all night! Thank you for
providing such an entertaining weekend
complete with a Saturday morning appetizing breakfast of old bananas and greasy
potatoe things; quiet slep filled nights on
the UP; an a dry bar. HA HA HA. Good luck
with finals, hope you don't flunk out! _Carrie
and Ma·ry
·
ADOPTION: Professional couple wishes
to adopt, newborn to 12 months. We can
, provide warm, loving home with many
opportunities. If pregnant and wish to
consider adoption, please contact us.
Expenses paid . Confidential. Call collect
(603) 432-8593
Syracuse paint and wallcovering interior/ exterior- painters and paper hangers
needed. Hourly and sub-contractors. Work
in Portsmouth, Hampton and Rye Beach
area. Call after 6 p.m. Leave message. 4314669
LOST - Large orange day pack with leather
bottom on 4 I 14 near Dai,ry Ba(- Pack ·
contained clothes and eye glasses. Reward
offered. Call Tony at 659-2070 or leave
message at 862-2070
Have you been sexually or verbally harassed either on ·campus or off? Campus
Voice Magazine is in the process of writin_g
an article dealing with this issue. If you
are willing to speak confidentially with an
edite>r, please call Catherine at 749-2587.
Anonymity, of course, is guaranteed.
ARE YOU TIRED OF NOT KNOWING
WHAT'S GOING ON? Come work for The
Programming Fund Organization. and meet
new people, become involved with 100
different organizations at once, find out
what happens to s·t udent's money at the
university.' Applications' available in Room
145A. It's _lots of fun!!
Hey New Apartment Roommates, (J, M and
C in case you don't know who you are),
get psyched for some wild times in our
apartment next year. Yes, Meg you CAN
wear your tie-dyed jeans! Don't worry Julie
we won't have the "festivities" on Thursday
nights so you can join us!!! See Ya.· PT ·
Roomie, hope you have a great time at your ·
PD. You certainly picked a great date! "Do
you know anyone else who needs a date?"
What an embarassing situation!! Paul
)
personals
Congrats D-2: On your win in hall hockey.
Wayne Gretsky would be proud of you gys!!
Wht a way to go! Good luck in the finals!
Love, Lisa

DO YOU WANT A GOOD SUMMER JOB .
IN THE SUN? DOLLEG PRO PAINTERS
is STILL hiring but position are being filled
quickly. Call 1-800-346-4649 for an application. Do not let finals end without havig
a G_
O OD job 1•ined up. Position available
in NH, MA, CONN, RI NJ, PA, NY. Call nowCollege Pro Painters 1 -800-346-4649
ARE YOU READY TO ACCEPT THE CHALLENGE ... ? The challenge of the hottest,
new outdoor game in America. It's called
the Ultimate Outdoor Survival of NH. It's .
simila,r to 1'Capture the flag" only it's played
with CO2 powered marking pistols that fire
easy-burst, water-soluable paint pellets.
Object of the game: capture t-he opposing
team's flag w/o gettin marked. It's a great
activity for friends, fratemiries, clubs ahd
other organizations. If you have any
.question or would like a brochure, contact
UNH representative)ohn Yu"rcak at 7493676
DON'T MISS IT!!! ONLY 3 WEEKS until the
biggest Juggling Event in New England,
at the LJNH Field House, Saturday, May
10 from 10 a.m. to 10 p .m. Mark your
calendars now!!! To find out more, 'drop'
by the Juggling Club, Wednesc;lay nights
in the MUB.
.
GRADUATION GIFrlDEAS! Images of a
University: A Photographic History of the
University of New Hampshire ... $25.00. Also,
17-minute video cassette of UNH History ... $10.00. Book available through: .The
Cat's Closet, Barnes & Noble Bookstore,
and book and tape available from UnivE)rsity
Communications (862-1463).
ADOPTION : Childless couple seeking to_
adopt; nurse/lawyer; "."ish to share our love
wfth your child; willing to meet- w/ birth
mother. Counseling, attorney and all
medical expenses provided. Please call
our attorriey, Michael R. Chamberlain, 6223784
I
Kegs! Kegs! Kegs! to be tossed at Kappa
.Sig, Saturday, May 3rd a, 12 p.m, Come
over to the mansion an toss a keg for the
United Way. pizza-hot dogs-hamburgers
and other refreshments available.
GRAbUATION"GIFT IDEAS! Images of a
University: A Photographic History of the
University of New Hampshire .. :$25.00, Also,
17-minute video cassette of UNH History ... $1 0.00. Book available through: The
Cat's Clos(;lt, Barnes & Noble Bookstore,
and book and tape available from University
Communication·s· (862-1463).
Elvis.Thanks for 2 fantastic weekends in
a row. You're something else. Love Angus
P.S. You have to take your clothes off first.
To Frank's cousin: You are going to be a
great M.E.; we'll be a great team. Get
Psyched!P.K.
.
.
To the old team·i I had a great time with
all bf you, and will miss yot1. Good luck in
life and may I see you in that big newspaper
in the sky!P.K. ·
'

Billiam: yes, this is your second personal.
I'm not responsible -for anything I do tonightl ·
Ha, Hal No rnmment, right? See you later ...
To the new: Just think, we can now listen
Will you be responsible?:? Love, Lisa
to music!!!
Joe D. How was Romeo and Juliet? I bet
you looked gret! Pears? Bye buddy!! Lisa

Daph, I want you badly. Sincerely, your
love slave.

Hi Joel: Happy late _
B -Dayll Love your
neighbor ...
Joseph: Boy, do I have a surprise for you
tonight: Details later ... Me
Dear Alison, I hope this weekend turns out
to be e-x citing. I mean , how can any
weekend not be exciting with Chuck
around? Your Roomie.
Brandon, you are. a babe (or aren't ya"u?)
Someone is still after you and only I know
her identity.
Hey Freshman Orientation Staff: Get
psyched with only one month to gal! Your
F 0 . Buddy, Sonia

,LOST
Large orang~ daypack
with leather bottom on
4/14· near Dairy Bar.
Contained clothing and
eyeglasses. Call Tony a_t
659-7257 or leave message at 862-2070.

REWARD OFFERED

Happy Anniversary, Rog! I love youl
GIBBS AID will also showcase the fabulous
live singing talents of Julie Weeks, Stacey
Horn, Mark Heizler and Jim Farah, formally
of "Chicago." Guest MC-the incomparable
Johnny "Y:'-Plus countless surprise guests
and much, much morel
Mr. Bear (this is to see if_you really do read
the personals)-Thanks for a most enjoyable·
time Friday evening. I hope you and your
friends had fun Saturday night and that
you didn't terrorize -too badly-You didn't
get "banned" from anywhere did you? At
least I hope you didn't leave behind any
evidence that could possibly incriminate
you ..hee, hee! Love, Ms. Snake

To Dave of #9 Woodman Ave. We were
there at 5:30, where were you? Hiding under
your bed? You know where we live, drop
by sometime. Love, Ronit and Mimi.
·
PAUL: I promise to get my lax story in on
time next week. Don't freak out, o.k. I think
you're cool:,but only because you like black
olive pizza. Which reminds me, when are
we ordering it? 11 :00? You're lucky you're
·sports editor. Just wait until Editing class
next year! -Marla.

Patty and Jim, Chug beeeer Yeahl College
paaarty!
·

Michele V.
Happy Bir(hdayllU
•

,!
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Our Cities. ·
OurOceans.
Our Trees.

.
.

.
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.

HONORS ·
·Our Towns. Our Fishes.
(continued from page 3)
-Our Forests. .Our Streams. (the students) ~1th the benefit ·the attendees were put into
their knowledge, arid we groups to discuss how their ideas
Our Rivers. OurQeserts. . ofshould
strive to surpass them about UNH had changed .sirice
in excellence."
they became students. Dinner
After
Mr.
and
Hersh's
the awarding of Certificates
address,
Our Air.
Our Lakes..
of Recognition followed. ·
Our Mountains.
Give .a hoot.
Don't pollute. . Our Tomorrows.
Our Plants:
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*word AsSOOiation
(603) 669-2423
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Forest Service, U.S.D.A. ra
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Word PrQcessing • Typing • ·Transcription
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Durham, New Hampshire
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with an early week special.
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On Monday nightssmall cheese pizza $2.00
· On Tuesday nights- -~
large cheese pizza $4.00
On Wednesday nightlarge pepperoni pizza for $5.00
· 868-2224

Remember family or -friends
with Special Occasion,.Get WeU .
·· or Memorial cards. :
·
W_
E'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

~m9.rican Heart Association(, ·
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. AM· l IN A ·BATTER-I NG
....
RELATION-S HIP?
-

YES, you may be a BATTERED WOMAN .
if you:
.
.
.
-are frightened- of your partner's temper.

·UNHSpring
Horse Trials
·.Dressage
Sa~urday, May 3, 8 am-3 pm
Green Acres Farm
Drew Road, .Dover.
.

.

.

.·Cross.;CQ\lfltry ·
.·Stadium Jumping ·
· Sunday, May 4, 8 am-4 pm
UNH Light Horse Center·

· . Free Admissi~·n

-are ofte~ compliant becal)se yo.u are afraid .to _hurt your
•partner's feelings or ·a re afraid of your partner's anger
-have the urge to "rescue" you partner when your partner
is ·trqubled
-find yourself apologizing to yourself or ~o others for your
partner's behavior when you are treat~d badly
-have been hit; kicked, shoved or had things thrown at you
by your partner when he or she was jealous or angry ·
-make decisions about activities and friends according to
what your partner wants or how your partner will re·act
-drink heavily or-use drugs

YES, you may be a 'BATTERER

if you:

-are very jealous
-sulk silently when upset
-have an explosive temper
· ·
-criticize and put down your ._pa:r rner' a lot
-have diff1culty expressing feetings
.-drink heavily or use drugs
~believe tha:t .,-if is the maJe role to be in charge, or have
contemp{for women · ·
. -are protecdve of your partner to the point of controlling
-control your partner's behavior, mon~y, and decisions
-have broken things, thrown things at your partner, hie
·.shoved o~ kicked y,our partner when angry

FOR HELP CALL: .
"A SAFE PLACE"

436~ 7924

/"'.
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TOUCIJlNG
.- ALL -

By Dan Bustard
The UNH men's track team
competed in two non-scoring
meets over the past week, at
URI and the Dartmouth Invitational, in preparation. for this
weekend's Eastern Champion~·
ship meet .at Central··Corineticut
in New Britain.
Senior Jere my King ·qualified
for the New England 10,000meter run at Dartmouth with ,
a time of 30 minutes, 50 seconds.
King has not competed in this
event in two years . Also at
Dartmouth, Mike Wellington
broke His own school record-· in
the decathelon:, while finishing
first, with a score of 6067 points.
He · aJso set personal records in
the Javelin (175 feet), and the
400-meter da$h (52:3 seconds) ..
Junior Ed McCabe, UNH's
only competitor in the Penn
Relays, finished, th-irteenth in
the discus out of 33, with a throw
of 155 feet. At ·Dartmouth,
McCabe was second in th_e shot

put at 52-5.
one, also. ".The increase in meets
Coach Jim Boulanger is op- helps more people compete and
timistic about the upcoming gives them more chances to do
meet at New Britain. 'Tm · well and improve. We've avershooting for a top five finish . . aged around 41 guys a-t our
Southern Conne·ticut State , meets, which is very good for
UMass, and Maine· are the top · t~is program. Plus having, a
teams at this meet.Jeremy King, home rrieet is a good thing, too."
Brian Gori, Jim Mackenzie,
·UNH's Torri Lichtman is
Darrel Covell,Jim Renehan and seeded, number one in the ja- 1
Ed McCabe should do well -for - velin with his best of 194 feet. 1-~,_;~'--_;,,--',;,.,llllllliiiii~--~...;.__,;;__ _ _ _ _..;__ _.J
us. But we'll be missing Andre "There .are good facilities .at
Garton, Zack Apgar and Aaron CentraLConn.," Lichtman says,
nL.1~"1,p·
Lessing, so that will naturally "and I am aiming for some good
hurt-our effort."
_
thrp ws, maybe even breaking
r I I 'II.A
i ~ ..,,,.~
Overalli the team · health ·- the 200 barrier."
situation is pretty good; say_s
Looking _a head, there are
We lead off this week's ~olumn with a tribute to Boston Red
Bo-ulanger. "We're tired from definite needs to be filled. "We SoxpitcherRogerClemens. The23-year-oldright-hariciedpitcher,
the long season, as we've had · wiU need to replace the outgoing _ on April 29, 1986, did something that no other pitcher has
more meets· this year than in seniors, of course, but I'd 1-ike done in the 111-year histo,ry of professional baseball: Clemens
recent ones. Also, schoolwork to have depth in our distance struck out 20 batters in a nine inning game. -The biggest qYestioh
and preparation for finals are runners," says Boulanger. "We mark on the Boston pitching staff at the beginning of the season
hav"ing an effect. And the· usual won't get someone who can - was Clemens; he has emphatically answered the doubters forever.
spring allergies are hitting us, make an instant impact on the That is the neat .thing about records like this one--no one' can
and with everybody on the same_. New Eng.land sce-ne, but one ever t'ake it away from the Texas fireballer. We do have one
QUS, it goe,s _right around."
who'll work hard for four years." question to pose thmigh: why didn't any TV station sports
Coach's overall imp,r ession
reporters (and "!We viewed channels 4,5,7 and ESPN) tell us,
o'f the spring season is a good
the vie~ers, how fast Clemens fastball was going that night?"
Don't we deserve to know this rather obvious question?
The UNH men's lax team continues to prove it is one of
the best, if not the best, team in_New England. Last Wednesday
over 200 lax enthusiasts were treated to an excellent match
between Harvard and UNif The Wildc;ats won handily, 8-4,
By Paul Tolme
rebounds
a
game,
and
had
over
·
as sophomore Mike McCaffrey scored three goals. Brother Tim
think she is one of the premiere
· Uo,iversity of N~w Hamp- high school guards in the state, 1000 career pQints. DeMarco is ~ senior for Harvard and he scored a gpal and had an assist.
shire women's basketball coach · and she will supplement our says Dorsch is very quick player Mike and Tim have played against each other twice, with Mike
Cecilia-DeMar"co recently an- shooting from the guard posi- who has uvlimited potential a_n d . holding a decisive 2-0 edge. Head coach Ted Garber saw
could have a big impact on next Wednesday's four-goal margin as being sufficient; Harvard's
nounced the signing of three tions."
.
record was 6-3, as was UNH's, entering the contest. Garber
recruits-to next year's team.
_ McCarroll is a. 6-2 center, season's team.
DeMarco is excited about next told his squad before the game that if they played a good game,
The addition of Robyn Brit- picked as a postseason and
ton of Dover, NH, Rita McCar- ,preseason High School AH- year, saying the team will be able they would beat the Crimson Tide by five-or six goals. After
roll _of Schenectady, NY, and Ame_rica, from Notre Dame- to run and gun because of the the game, Garber had only praise for his team, espe.cially the
defense. Senior goaltender Andy Soma made nine saves and
Debbie Dorsch of Beth Page, · Bishop High School. She aver-- strong recruiting.
Hopefully the Wildcats will was the key to th_e Wildcat's fast break. His outlet passes enabled
NY:, should do much to improve aged ten points and ten reon last season's record of 9-19.
bounds, and has "a nice shooting improve -on last season's fourth the Cats to break past the Harvard attackers and beat the Crimson
Britton is a 5-5 . recruit from - touch/' says DeMarco. Mc.Car- place in the Seaboard Confer- defense befor~ it se_t up. Tomorrow's contest agalnst Army ,
nearby Si:. Thomas Aquinas roll has the potential tci score ence tournament. The 'Cats of and next weeks against Dartmouth should put UNH's record
-High School who DeMarco will } :_~ot_~~J?oi_nt~.? _.l n<l, ~h.?~l~ Eo~nd last season were injury plagued, at 9-3, makin~ it extremely tough not to pick them as a playoff
..,..a nd
trouble sustaining team. Game time tomorrow at Cowell Stadium is 2 p.m.
pro6a6fy ·play 'Iffgua&for point out d ie Wild~at s ms1cle game.
Not to get political or anything, but Larry Holmes won the
guard. · Britton averaged 23
Dorsch is a 5-10 forward from intensity through whole game.
frght. Only problein is that he lost the ·decision, ft was a case
points a game, and earns high Beth_Page .High School who
of the "too .s_tupids." Holmes was "too ·stupid" to shut up and
praise from Demarco. "We average<.! 20 points and 11
"too stupid" not to realize to what extent _he had jeopardized
his bout with his allegations. A meaningful apology would have
gone a long way in getting Holmes his crown back Too bad...
<continued from page 24)
As usual, there were more than a few surprises concerning
twice, with assists from Jack scored at :52 in the final quarter. would knock out Army's chancei the NFL draft. What really stirtks are the expectations the NFL
people build up in ·g raduating football players, and then leave
Sebastian and Tom Snow. Barry Snow added another UNH goal · of a playoff -berth.
Fraser also fired in two goals, and- Harvard was ·only able to
"It's -going to be a fast game these athletes hanging. It wouldn't be so bad for certain college
.one unassisted and the ·other respond with one goal by Bill with a lot of action," says athletes if the NFL did not tell them they would be drafted,
,
assisted by John Zwack. _
Pennoyer. The final buzzer . Zamojski. _·" We'll be going io.to the_n .forget about them ori draft day. . .
The writers of this column would li~e to 'wish a sincere "good
Harvard's Tim Mc:Caffr_ey, sounded, declaring the Wildcats the game with a lot of conf iluck" to four UNH players who may be thinking of testing
older brother of Wildcat's Mike victorious.
dence from our last five wins."
McCaffrey, was the last to score
- "There's no question about · the NFL free agent market: Andre Garron, Paul Dufault, Brian
UNH challenges eighth_.
,
in the third quarter. 'fhe Wild- ranked Army this Saturday. -l ast it, it will be a battle to the end " O'Neil; and Tom Flanagan...
· Not many 9f you have probably ever read a spo-r is pu,blication
·- '
cats wrapped up the third quar- year Army defeated the Wild- says Luvuolo.
ter, 6-3.
cats, 11-10. A UNH victory
Saturday's game begins at called The Score. Wedi, we think it is time for you to do it! Yes,
it is time to read.The Scor~, and here's why: it is New Ha_mpshire's
· With an assist by Fraser, -could mean a position io the 2:00 in Cowell Stadium.
only__sports publication,· covering high s·c hool, college, and
Wildcat senior Tom Arrix NCAA playoffs. A Wildcat win
professional sports around the state. The newest addition to •
the growin-g number of Sco re reporters i~ KIS_S 108 Sports
Director Jim C9lony. His column gives <;tn inside sports look
at the people who make it happen in Boston, some of whom
happen to ~ome from New Hampshire (like Jim Colony). And
if you're one for name dropping, here are some· of the names
in thi,s months issue: Channel 4 WBZ-TV sportscaster Bob
Lobel, former President Gerald Ford, the entire Celtics team
(gjve or take a sub or two), and probably anyone you think
should be mentioned -either more often or at all on the sports
page.
Does anyone feel bad for the Edmonton Oilers? We don't.
.
It came up so quickly, and now it has passed us by just as
,,.fleetly. Quick, who won the Women's .Division of the 1986
Bo~ton Marathon? See what we mean? You've already forgotten
her fine l'{orw.egian name (Ingrid Kristiar1sen) ...
Sunday is a key date for the women's lax team: it's .the day
the playoff selec::tions are made. Good luck. . ·
·
·
Sports Illustrated has some great material _in its May 5 issue.
All the bases are touched (football, baseball, horse racing,
basketball, hockey, side lights on other sports, and an excerpt
from ~rnest ~emirigw:ay's soon-to-be-pubishednovel The Garden
of Eden. It's a ,inoving story about an African elephant hunt; _
read it and make both your English teacher and your coach
proud. ·
,
Answer to last week's -trivia: Two men hold th~ all-time UNH
mer.i's lax scoring ~ecor9:.John Fay set· the te~ord in 1981, and
Steve Glover tied it in 1983. The career scoring record, held
jointly_by these two men; _is 229 -points'. _. - - - ,
. Trivia qu~stion: Wh~t CQmpany,manuf~ctures the baseballs
The women's basketball team in action last season. Recruit Robyn Britton
help Karen used in professional bas~-ba:-ll'? · _,
"
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Recrllits can help hoop team
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Sports

SeCond half surge lifts lacroSse ineµ, 8-4
By Marla G. Smith
The sun ·came out a~d shined
for the UNH meri's lacrosse
team Wednesday as it defeated
Harvard 8-4, boosting the Wildcat's season record to 7-3.
It was one of the Wildcats best
defensive games of the season.
Although there •.was not an
abundance of offense in the first
half, UNH pulled it together .
to play its best iq the third.·
quarter.
"For some reason we· came
.out flat," ~aid senio! defenseman
Steve Za01ojski, "but we came
out in the end."
Sophomore defenseman Mike
Luvuolo agreed, "It was a lot
'like the UMass game-we were
jut a little bit tentative. We
weren't playing our game. But
when we started pl_aying our
game we really took it to Harvard."
·
Both the UNH and Harvard
defenses shone in the first
quarter. Harvard's Tqm Corcoran was the first to srore,but.
not up.ti! 4: 15 into the game.
This-was followed by an unassisted goal by UNH's Brendan
O'Brien at 10:43. TJNH tied
Harvard, 1-1.
.
.
. The pressure the Wildcat
defense put on Harvard· was_
.
.
obvious in the second quarter; The men's lacrosse team climbed all over Harvard in the third quarter of their 8-4 victory, Tuesday.(Marla G. Smith photo) .
Harvard could not score. After I
.
.
"
battling down at the Harvard
net for the ·ball, Luvuolo assisted
Mike McCaffrey's first goal of
the game.
"Our defense really clicked," By Alan Adelman
beating of a very poor BU squad woefoll BU group ot ten, rather was happy with the resu_lts. We
says UNH goalie, Andy Soma.
The UNH baseball team on Tuesday.' Gilbert (3-2, 1.54 tha·n saving them for a solid got some good pitching at
"They did a great job of keeping Couldn't capitalize on solid ERA) had a rocky first inning Brown unit, but head coach Ted Brown, but it's tough when the
the Harvard players away from pitching and droped a double- in the opener, but settled down Conner stood by his philosophy pitchers know one mistake will
the net. It wasn't until the header _at Brown on Wednesday, for a 15-2 victory. Charbono ('6- of "pitching them when they're lose the ballgame."
second half that the defense and blowing the first 6-2 and being 3, 3.13 ERA) started and com- ready."
Brown's bats came around
offense clicked together.''
"I started Gilbert and Char- quickly, .reaching Wildcat senior
pleted the·second game, picking
t~ken advantage of 3-1 in the
Although Harvard was the · latter.
·
_up eight strikeouts en route to bono on Tuesday because ·they moundsman Jon Hendrick for
first to score, at :30 into the third
The reverse sweep came ~fter a three-nit shutout.
were ready to go and so they a quick four runs in_the bottom
quarter, UNH errupted with a the Wildcats rode the pitching
Second guessers might ques- could come back on Saturday" of the first. Brown built the ·
four goal blast. McCaffrey scored of top starters Jon Gilbert and tion throwing top starters Gil- (l p.m. start) "for the Hartford . advantage to 6-0 through five,
Tom Charbono to a thorough bert and Charbono against a doubleheader," says Con_ner. "I but UNH finally got to Steve
MEN'S LAX, page 23
McCarthy for a couple in their
half of the sixth.
Mike Levip and Benjie Johns,
both off the bench, walked and
reached,:on errors. John Foss,
replacing G:ilbert at first base,
followed .with a ·base on balls.
Rich Wilkins (312, 24 hits, 19
RBl's) d,rove Levin home with
a single and Jolrns came arounq
.I
compl,i ments o_f .a wild. pitch .
. That was, it ,for the first one. .
Game number two · went a
little bette/ 'The Wilrdcats'· got
off to 'a one ·run edge after ·one.
Pete Cornellier began _the:game
"ta.k ing one for the team~" Johns
slapped ...;inother one ·off the
Brown, se.c ond .baseman ( as he ·
did in the·· sixth ihniiig ·of the
' first contest) arid -Mike Shriner
(.366, 15 extra base its, 35 RBI's)
grounded to shor-t forcing Johns ·
at second. Corn'ellier scored
•from tpird on a wild pitch.
Wildcat starter Rich Staba (2, 3) clung to the meager 1-0 lead,
posting zeros through three, but
was bitten by the longball in the
Brown fourth. A single and tworun bopper off the bat of right
fielder Tom Klaff erased UNH' s
slim hopes of escaping with a
split.
.
All.in all it was nothin,g more .
than another good effort, but
against a litre better ballclub. ·
As Conner says, "Their ~ell
Rich -W ilkins takes a lead off first in the Wildcat's doubleheader sweep of BU on/fuesday.(Ronit Larone photo).
played was a little better· than
our well played."

Brown .beats baseball team ·with bats

.....

